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!fAlong the old Pilgrim trails you may
step from modern culture and its acme of
civilization through the pasture lands of the
Pilgrims into glimpses of the forest primeval.
The Pilgrims* boulders, their kettle-hole
ponds, rnossy swamps and ferny hillsides, here
and there their very forest trees, await you
still,
for Indian and panther you need not
look; wolf or bear you will hardly see; the
wild turkeys are gone; otherwise the wild
life of the forest remains.”
(Packard, 1920, p. 4,"Old Plymouth Trails")
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

The urge to seek and discover is great within man,
especially so with youth.

This inquisitive nature pro¬

vides a fine stimulus for any activity program and par¬
ticularly an outdoor camping experience.

Almost every

question or interest can be traced to wonder concerning
some phase of the environment.

Inspiration and appreci¬

ation to be gained through outdoor experiences which deal
intimately with one's surroundings have lasting values
during an individual's lifetime.
Fun, a basic element of camp activity,

stems from

the desire to enjoy new and exciting experiences, as
well as the familiar ones, and influences the campers
and counselors in program planning.

Once acquaintance

has been established with the immediate camp site, the
hinterland and other places beyond the camp boundaries
await discovery by members of the camp community.

The

type of trip undertaken depends upon the age,

interest,

and background training of the participants.

Type in

this sense is used to mean transportation, such as
hiking, canoeing, bicycling, automobile, horseback,
covered wagon;

or

duration of the trip, whether it be for

a few hours, all day,

overnight,

or longer; the mileage

and terrain to traverse; food to be carried or prepared;
size of group; necessary leadership;
objectives, if any,

of the trip.

and particular

All trips should have

xi

one or more objectives, at least; in "the minds of the
leaders, and the group will take to the trail or road
more willingly with a goal in view.
It is with this philosophy in mind that the writer
has undertaken a type of project which she believes
ought to provide ammunition for any camp program.

The

assumption that readers are familiar (or will so become)
i

to some extent with organized camping in the field of
education is taken for granted here as it is not the
intent to write a treatise upon that subject by way of
introduction.
Every camp is situated in a locality which has its
own heritage of natural and human resources.

Rocks and

minerals, water, plants, wildlife, and soils constitute
the major natural resources; the uses that man has made
of these resources play an important role in the history
of the area and are intimately woven into the lives of
all inhabitants, past, present, and future.

Some know¬

ledge of these resources and of ways to integrate this
material into a'camping program should be part of the
training of all members of a camp staff, whether they
are nature specialists or not.

Such a problem encom¬

passes many considerations.
This paper,

UA

Study of Some of the Natural

Resources of the Region of Plymouth, Massachusetts,
Suitable Por Use in a Girl Scout Camp Program’,*

is an

Xll

endeavor to compile some of the background knowledge
helpful to counselors in the Massachusetts State Girl
Scout camps at Long Pond, Plymouth.

Volumes could be

written for the camp libraries but that extreme is not
deemed necessary.

Many publications which pertain to

these general subjects may be obtained free of charge,
or at libraries.

An attempt has been made to include

some of the more pertinent gleanings from many of these
sources.
It is not the writer*s intent to put in motivating
techniques, a complete natural history survey, nor meth¬
ods of application except in the form of suggested ex¬
peditions to places within a ten to fifteen mile radius
of the two camps at the south end of Long Pond.

The

chapter dealing with the expeditions is written to stim¬
ulate observation and deduction, provoke thinking and
wonder, and by all means is not designed to answer the
many questions therein.
cussion preceding,

The use of questions and dis¬

during, and following field expeditions

is by far a better method than lecturing about any of
the topics contained in the paper.

Therefore,

a dis¬

cussion or trip leader should have some ammunition ready
for the program.
The writer has taken innumerable field trips, in
various seasons, to Plymouth Beach, Bloody Pond, Halfway
Pond, the Experiment Station at East Wareham, the Gape

Xlll

Cod ship canal, and various other points mentioned in
the paper.

The two camp areas have likewise been studied

in detail.

Personal interviews were held with local

resource people.

Much valuable data was contributed by

Mr. Charles Cherry, District Forester of the State Conser¬
vation Department, Mr. Frederick B. Chandler of the ex¬
periment station staff, Mr. Edward L. Bartholomew, a
former iron worker in Wareham, and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Bassett, neighbors of the Girl Scout camps.

Various

letters were sent, many parts of the region were explored,
studied, and photographed and a great deal of library
research carried out in an effort to become familiar
with the territory.

There has been data accumulated which

is not found in the paper, although it may be passed on
.

to leaders at the camps.

It was felt that the lists and

keys of plants and animals which were made would make the
paper rather bulky,

if included.

The organization of material falls into two categories,
one of background, which the writer hopes will be assimilated
by camp leaders, before experimenting with the types of
expeditions out of camp as are presented in the second
section.
The sequence for the first part builds a foundation
upon geology of the region.

Into this setting the Indians

are projected with the explorers of Europe discovering
and settling a "new India", and writing vivid descriptions.

xiv

Next follow discussions of such natural resources as the
forests, various forms of wildlife and fish,

and water.

Soil and land use, although set off separately, are not
divorced from the other resources.
words of Graham, 1944, p.

3)

After all,

(in the

r,We live in an environment

of many facets related not as single pieces, but as a
mosaic, the pattern of which is not easily discerned at
first glance.1'

Then there is climate, mentioned in brief,

to round out the scope of information compiled.
Appended are names of a few resource people whom
the writer has encountered and feels may be able to further
serve the camps in the Plymouth region.

An enlarged por¬

tion of the topographic map (Sagamore quadrangle)

shows

the southern end of Long Pond and approximate bounds for
Gamp Pour Winds and Gamp Storrow.
As a matter of further interest, the writer will
have the opportunity to put this plan into action in
Girl Scout leadership training.

This coming summer she

will be in a mobile trip camp unit visiting various Girl
Scout camps throughout the state as well as in the vi¬
cinity of Plymouth.

There is a general feeling that camp

leaders have difficulty in applying book knowledge to
local situations.

This treatise and follow-up plan is

believed to be an important step in making the Girl Scout
program more efficient.

CHAPTER I.
GEOLOGY OE PLYMOUTH AND SURROUNDINGS

GEOLOGY OP PLYMOUTH AHI) SURROUNDINGS

Introduction;
It seems appropriate to the writer to discuss first
the geology of the Plymouth area.

Such a beginning

should act as a foundation upon which the remainder of
the paper will be based.

Geology,

or earth study,

into the innermost secrets of the roclcs;

delves

their structure,

composition, the land forms and landscapes they comprise,
and the pre-historic plants and animals contained in
them.

Every locality, however large or small, has its

particular earth story which the curious may decipher.
Numerous pages could be written to depict details which
would be more important to a geologist or competent
naturalist.

In this chapter, however, certain phases

will be discussed in fairly simple terms and made a
part of the background for the average person who may
be interested in the Plymouth surroundings.
Location:
The town of Plymouth, thirty seven miles southeast
of Boston, is bordered by Gape Cod Bay on the east, the
town of Ringston to the northwest, Carver to the west,
and Wareham and Bourne to the south.

It is the largest

town area in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, cover¬
ing 103.2 square miles.
70.41W.

The town center is at 41.55N.,

MASSACHUSETTS

STATE

AMHERST, MASS.

COLLEGE

AGRICULTURAL

EXPERIMENT

STATION
500—3-'86.

No.

7266.
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The "town of Plymouth, in Plymouth County , together
with Barnstable County are considered, by some to be a
physiographic unit*

Others would eliminate the Old

Colony, Plymouth, portion when concerned with Cape Cod,
Barnstable County, in general.

In this treatise Cape

Cod and other nearby areas to Plymouth will be included
when desirable.

Topography:

(See Pigs. 47,56.)

The characteristic aspect of the -land surxace is
that of a glaciated region with morainic hills and a
pitted outwash plain of kettles and kettle hole lakes.
Along the coastal section are found rounded hills and
marshy basins.

The Manomet Hills have the highest

elevation in the region, 390 feet above sea level, and
are very prominent constituting the greatest landmark
between the Blue Hills of Milton and the Cape Cod canal
(Brigham, 1920, p. 39).

An interlobate moraine with an

g;yi a trending north—south, this belt of hills consists
largely of stratified drift as observed in road cuts.
The Manomet Hills are thought to be wholly of glacial
origin; no bed rock exposures or rocky ledges or cliffs
have been located.

Rocky Hook in Kingston is the southern¬

most exposure of bedrock along Massachusetts Bay shore
(Mather et al, 1941, p. 2018).

Many large boulders and

not much gravel may be seen in this rougher area.

5

1

PIG. 2.
Manomet Hills in background
are an interlobate moraine formed by
the margins of two lobes of ice comingtogether and dropping loads of debris.
Plymouth Beach is on the left horizon.

PIG. 3*
Looking northwest
along Plymouth Beach from
Warren Gove.

PIG. 4.
View of sea cliffs
north of Plymouth Country
Club at Warren Cove.
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To the west of these hills lies the Carver plain
which slopes gently to the southwest.
kettle territory.
200 feet.

It is a kame and

It has a general elevation of 100 to

Many of the depressions in the plain contain

ponds, the shallower ones having been converted to meadows
by rain wash and plant remains.

Erosion by glacial streams

developed many valleys, some of which are as deep as
100 feet.
The coastline is one of submergence.

A well known

feature associated with the shoreline is the sandspit at
Plymouth Bay, known as Long Beach or Plymouth Beach;
it is now treeless and dune covered.

Saquish Meek is a

tombolo connecting Gurnet Head to Saquish Head and is
within the Plymouth town boundary, as is Clark!s Island
west of the tombolo formed by Luxbury beach.
are typical of the coast.

Sea cliffs

Good examples are found at

Warren Cove and Rocky Point at the foot of Manomet Hill
and at Manomet Point and Stage Point farther south.
There are some ponds separated from the ocean by a barrier
of sand,

such as Ship Pond and Center Hill Pond.

The

largest salt marsh in Plymouth is found at Ellisville.
There are tidal inlets at Salt Pond, Ellisville, and
Bartlett Pond at White Horse Beach.
Plymouth is noted for its many fresh water ponds
and lakes, which number nearly 200.

There is a saying

that there is one for every day of the year, which,

7

however, is untrue.
Sea,

The larger ponds are Billington

Great South Pond, Halfway Pond, long Pond, Bloody

Pond, White Island Pond, and Great Herring Pond.

The

axes of these larger lakes run in a direction of N.42 W.
(Woodworth and Wigglesworth, 1934, p. 63.).

A good many

of the smaller, shallower ponds and muck areas have been
converted into cranberry bogs.

Unfortunately few natural

bog areas, with their interesting life, remain*
Drainage consists, for the most part,
and streams.

of chain lakes

The source of Town Brook is Billington Sea.

It inns northeast to Plymouth Bay and encounters many
dams en route.

Eel River, flowing east and then north

along the west side of Manomet Hill, flows through a cat¬
tail marsh and then a tidal marsh before entering Plymouth
Bay.
Beach.

Beverdam Brook enters Bartlett Pond at White Horse
Indian River drains into the ocean eastward from

Briggs Reservoir and Morey Hole.

In the southern portion

the Agawam River from Halfway Pond eventually reaches
Buzzards Bay through Wareham.

Prom the East Head Reservoir

the Wankinco River winds south-southwest•

Red Brook

follows the Plymouth-Wareham boundary to Buttermilk Bay.
The Herring River drains Little Herring and Great Herring
ponds through Bourne to the Canal.

These streams lack

sufficient gradient to carry away much of the mateiial
in their courses.

8

PIG-. 6.
Northwest view at Long
Pond from Gamp Helen Storrow.

PIG-. 7.
Northeast view across l*ong
Pond from Camp Pour Winds.

PIG. 8.
Gove House on east shore of the
cove between Gamp Storrow and Camp Pour
Winds.
This house has been constructed
from glacial cobbles.
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Hocks and structure:
Plymouth occupies an area in which there is partial
overlap of coastal plain formations which are thought to
lie upon pre-Cretaceous bedrock.

Well drillings and bor¬

ings have thus far failed to reach the bedrock in Plymouth
and on all of Cape Cod.

Its actual depth below the

Quartenary mantle is unknown*
The mainland formations north of Plymouth consist
of very ancient sediments greatly distorted and defoxmed
into which igneous formations have been intruded.

These

extremely old and complex areas show as Paleozoic and
older rocks in PIG. 9*

The following description fits

rock at North Scituate which may dip under Plymouth.
This rock is made up of granodiorite as mapped by Emerson
in 1916.

(Emerson thinks it to be Devonian while Shimer,

1942, p. 2, considers it tentatively as Ordovician.)
The Dedham granodiorite, named from typical exposures
near Dedham, Massachusetts, is igneous, the second most
widely distributed formation in the state.

Some of its

common mineral components are microcline, plagioclase
(generally andesine),

quartz, and chlorite; usually

epidote and kaolinite are included.
tion of biotite and hornblende,
been produced.

Through the altera¬

chlorite and epidote have

Coloration ranges from light grey or

greenish white to dark greenish grey.

When most of the

feldspar is plagioclase a good bit of microcline gives

10

the rock a distinct red hue.

The quartz is of a vitreous

nature, usually greenish white or pale seagreen.

uIt is

so much more resistant to weathering than the other min¬
erals of the rock that the grains of quartz stand out on
weathered surfaces of the rock and give it an appearance
like the sole of a hob nailed boot“

(Emerson, 1917, p. 176).

In some localities the rock is porphyritic and phenocrysts
of microcline may be seen.
Seaward dipping Cretaceous sediments are thought to
be buried upon an erosion surface formed previous to
deposition (Woodworth and Wigglesworth, 1934, p. 10).
Tertiary sediments of Eocene and Oligocene time are missing
in Plymouth and Cape Cod.

Miocene deposits are to be

found (PIG. 9 indicates the approximate zone).

Covered

beds of Miocene greensand occur at Marshfield and Duxbury
to the north of Plymouth on the mainland.

Actual exposures

show at Gay Head on the Vineyard and on Honamesset Island.
Certain sediments are considered by some geologists to
be Pliocene and by others as Pleistocene.

The Pleistocene

geology has and is receiving extensive study in southeastern
Massachusetts.
CHART I is an adaptation to present a few of the
details concerning the Pleistocene deposits.

It covers

more than the Plymouth portion of Cape Cod but that
should increase its value to the reader.

It is of inter¬

est that the beds of the Wequosque series are not found

11/

north of Plymouth Harbor but south are exposed in the
coastal sea cliffs, twenty feet high or more in some
places (Shaler, Woodworth, and Marbut, 1896, p. 962).
Members of the Manhasset formation have not been identi¬
fied for certain in areas north and east of the Vineyard
(Woodworth and Wigglesworth, 1934, p. 53)•
Hitchcock in his publication of 1841 (p. 371)
described the Quartenary deposits as consisting of a
mixture of granite,

syenite, compact feldspar, porphyry,

greenstone, conglomerate, and gneiss, all of which exist
in areas farther to the north.

He observed at the foot

of Manomet Hill, Plymouth, what he termed a parallelopiped
of porphyry, with a horizontal circumference of sixty
feet.

He wrote that it corresponds to ledges thirty

miles to the north.

Hitchcock knew of no such ledges

south of there and wondered if it came from the Blue Hills.
His discussions of beaches south of Boston mention large
amounts of porphyry,

syenite, and granite pebbles, also

jasper present in small round pebbles.

To quote (p. 151);

nThe beach at Manomet hill in Plymouth is almost entirely
covered with bowlders and pebbles for one or two miles
in length.
I passed over its whole length one summer
morning in 1839, so early that the sun had not dried off
the rain of the preceding night: and the colors of the
specimens were brought out as perfectly as by polishing.
It was equal to passing through a fine geological cabinet.
It was more:
for this cabinet of nature was on so grand
a scale as to throw into the shade all the works of man.
Y/ere I a resident of Plymouth, I am sure I should often
anticipate the morning sun in an excursion to this spot."
perhaps the same statement might be made for the pebbled

12
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beaches of many of the fresh water ponds.
An interesting study by hr.

Oliver H. Howe on the

Hingham red felsite has been published.

Hint, 1947,

also has a map of New England with fanshaped boulder
trains.

In the northern part of Hingham is an area

of banded red felsite, fragments of which were carried
by the glacier in a fan-shaped boulder train of a sixty
degree angle, as far as a distance of eig;hty-five miles
from the source.

Consult the sketch, PIG. 11.

is red to purple, compact and almost flinty.

The rock
It has

scattered dull yellow lenticular masses which measure
about one half inch long,
flow of lava.

it was formed in a surface

Weathenng has not roughened it much.

The dark areas stand out m relief.

The Indians found

use for it in arrow and spear heads.

The interesting

thing is that it is found on the east side of Marthas
Vineyard and not on the west; it is in Plymouth and not
in Middleboro.

Pleistocene and recent physiographic history:
The earth history since the beginning of Pleistocene
time is most apparent m the Plymouth region.

During

Pleistocene time, an epoch of glaciation, many changes
occured on the earth1s surface.

The majority of geologists

believe that four stages or invasions of ice sheets
covered portions of North America.

The last of these,

16

PIG. 11
Source:

The Hingham red felsite boulder train.
Howe, 1936.

the Wisconsin, is thought to have left most of the traces
in southeastern Massachusetts.

Originating in the Laborador

ice center these ice sheets bore southward in the fashion
of a plow,

scooping up whatever debris blocked the path.

Plants perished; animals withdrew from the ice front;
revolutions in the climate and l±fe took place.

The ice

sheets accumulated huge loads of gravels, boulders, and
so forth, which they left at their terminal point and
when receding in the form of moraines, belts of debris.
There were two advances of the Wisconsin stage,

one which

left its terminal moraine on the outer islands off Cape
Cod snd another which ended along the Cape itself in a
line of hills.

(Consult PIG-. 12, a glacial map.)

The Manomet hills of Plymouth have been considered
to be an mterlobate moraine formed by glacial debris
from the lateral margins of the Cape Cod Bay and Buzzards
Bay ice lobes.

Prom observations of glacial striae,

scratches on bedrock, on the mainland it has been pointed
out that the White Mountains forced the ice sheet into
two projections,

one to the east of Mount Washington

and the other to the west which followed the Merrimac
River, while south of Boston the Blue Hills formed a
further obstacle (Woodworth and Wigglesworth, 1934, p. to).
These lobes merged toward each other in the region of
Plymouth.

(Reference should be made to the discussion

of the Ellisville moraine further on.)

FIG. 12.

Glacial map.

Source:

Mather, Goldthwait and Thiesmeyer, 1940

lb
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With the close of the Cape Cod stage of the Nantucket
ice lobe the ice melted back from the moraine between
West Barnstable and Manomet hills; fresh water of the
glacial streams formed a glacial lake known as Lake
Shaler, between the ice front and the moraine (Wilson,
19ub, p. b4).

Then water proceeded to spill across the

base of the Cape wearing out east-west valleys, the most
famous being the natural valley where the canal has been
excavated.
As the ice melted it became stagnated under its
load.

G-reat blocks of ice broke off, became surrounded

by sand and gravel hills (ksmes).

When the ice had

disappeared innumerable depressions or pits remained
containing waterbodies.

These water bodies are the

kettle hole lakes, the dry depressions the kettle holes.
The plains ofoutwash overlie the drift or till imported
by the glaciers.

Streams flowing both above and below

the ice sheets deposited sediments in the form of eskers.
Drainage lines from the ice margin became established in
ponds and streams flowing southwesterly to Buzzards Bay.
The trend of the drainage seems to be found in an ancient
lowland now/ filled with glacial deposits (Mather and others,
19 4u, p. 51).
With the retreat of the ice sheet it became more
lobate;

series of recessional moraines and pitted out-

wash plains are abundant.

There were instances of temporary

2u

°
&

° o o
O

o O

Moraine

Ground Moraine and Outwash

PIG. 13.
Glacial geology of Sagamore quadrangle.
Source:
Mather, Goldthwait and Thiesmeyer, 194-2,
p. 1132, fig. 2.

stops and readvances.

The position of the ice front is

marked by kame fields.

To the north the Cape Cod Bay

lobe withdrew while the Buzzards Bay lobe receded north¬
westerly.
A study of the Pleistocene geology for Western Cape
Cod has been partially completed, the Sagamore quadrangle
included (Mather, and others, 194-u, 1941, and 1942).
Por Plymouth and Manomet quadrangles the data is not
available to date.

PIG. 13 presents a very general picture

of the glacial geology of the Sagamore quadrangle.

The

Ellisville moraine rises higher than the surrounding
territory for the most part.

Prom field indications

Mather (and others, p. 115u, 1942) deduced that this area
represents a temporary moraine in the ice recession.
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There is a blending in of the Ellisville moraine with the
pitted plain of Wareham.

On the plain about a mile

southwest of Ellisville, Mountain Hill, a rather level
area, stands above the more northern moraine.

Both areas

were forming at the same time.
The presence of wind scoured stones or "ventifacts”
in the glacial deposits of southeastern Massachusetts
has been studied m relation to the Pleistocene geology.
In an area gone over by Mather (and others, 1942, p. 1173)
over 2,uuu ventifacts were encountered m deposits some
of which were not touched by the glaciers on the land
surface.

To them the evidence is indicative of formation

during late Y/isconsm time when there was a cold and semiarid climate.

On the many kinds of rocks to be found

various effects of erosion can be detected.

The wind

abrasion occured during construction of land forms before
the recessional moraines developed.

Transportation by

ice and glacial streams made further changes on the mater¬
ials.

There is not a great deal of wind-drifted sand to

be found on the land surface or in kettle holes.

Because

of this it is postulated that the ventifacts were cut
before the disappearance of all remaining buried ice
blocks,

frost action wrorked the ventifacts down into till

or outwash below during a periglacial climate (Bryan, 1932,
p. 176).

The land where the ventifacts were formed was

above water at the time (Woodworth, lo94a, p. 71).
\
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Along the road from Plymouth to Sandwich are two
rocks in the woods named "Sacrifice Rocks" (Hayward,
194o, p. 24uj.

The Indians, when passing, are said to

have thrown stones or sticks at these rocks m respect
for an unknown G-od.

A large boulder in the Sandwich

moraine one half mile northwest of the firetovver on Signal
Hill in Bourne, is also called "Sacrifice Rock".

It has

split into several sections now lying on one another
(Mather and others, 1942, p. 114/).
marks are evident on the surface.
measured about

Some sand blasting
At one time the rock

by 2u by 15 feet.

According to Mather (et al, 1940, p. 12) the reasons
for believing that the major features of Cape Cod were
formed during later substages in Wisconsin glaciation are
the following: first, the till and the gravels it contains
are not hard and compact as would be expected if they
had been overridden by later ice or if the ground water
had caused cementing for a long time.

No signs of stain

or rot as produced by weathering over a long period of
time are present.

Second, a fairly thin zone of wedged

plant roots and frost upheavals has occured, less than
three feet in depth.

Thirdly, little change in the slopes

formed by melting ice blocks and from material m rainwater
runoff are noticeable.

There should be more fill in de¬

pressions over a great length of time.

In the fourth

instance, gullying and contour changes have made little

23

headway.

Over many years greater results should be

evident, especially if since Illinoian or early
Wisconsin tune.

Post glacial and recent time:
Ever since the glacial period the agents of weather¬
ing involving solar energy, temperature changes, wind,
water, and actions of plants and animals have been at
work on the earth producing changes, which are readily
visible to the trained eye.
With encroachment of the sea upon the land destructive
features are produced.

Gravelly and sandy soils have

been subject to destruction by wind and wave work.

Oxida¬

tion of iron minerals in rocks and soil continues.

The

iron in solution settles in ponds and bogs forming limonite
deposits.

The use of such bog-iron was more important

m the history of Wareham than in Plymouth.
Coastal areas have undergone much more destruction.
Waves, in the process of establishing a shore line of
equilibrium, cut back steep sea cliffs.
PIG. 15*

Pictures in PIGS. 4, 17*)

(See sketch in

Manomet, 50 to 100

feet high, is still being worn back as are many other
cliffs of Plymouth.

Small bays or lagoons have become

land-locked by sands circulated by the water currents
from the cliffs.

These ponds have then become filled

with fresh water from the land.

(See topographic map,

locate Ship Pond and Center Hill Pond north of Ellisville.
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PIG. 14. Stages in formation of kettles and kettle
hole lakes.

Pictures of the latter are shown m PIG-, lba, 16b.)
Dunes and beaches cut off the sea, the water becomes
brackish, and salt marshes are converted to fresh water
marshes with consequent changes in plant and animal life.
Then there is the phase of encroachment of the land
upon the sea (or other water bodies) which is constructive
in nature.

There is sorting of the sediments cut away

from the land.

Mud is carried from shore to deeper water.

Coarser sands and gravels left along the shore are subject
to gradual disintegration,
duce beaches,

shifting by currents, and pro¬

spits, and bars of various sorts.

The pro¬

minent spit of Plymouth Beach is approximately two and
three-quarters miles long.

Saquich Head, a former island,

now is connected to Curnet Point at the extreme end of
Duxbury Beach by a tomb .bio of sand deposited by currents,
the speed of which was reduced between the constriction of
the land.

(Sketch is given in PIG. 20.)

The journey of a pebble along a coast follows a route
as that drawn m PIG. 21.

It is tossed shoreward by the

waves, drawn seaward by undertow, and carried by currents
along the shore never to find permanent rest.
Ripple marks m sand, found on dunes, beaches, and
"underwater, are produced by the same principles of wave
action.

(See PIG. 22, and quotation from Shaler below.)

Normal sand dunes are built by strong, unhampered
winds, similar to waves of tne sea.

usually there is a

3.

H^turVed
HeouU oruL b eacV\

57 Head land
fc.

Bay mouth

V>*r

7 TTcial inlef
S.

Bay or eove

^

Tor?ij (anil oc ked

PIG. 15. Steps in producing a shoreline of equilibrium
during coastal submergence.
(After Johnson, 1918.)
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PIG. lb.
Center Hill Pond, looking north to the left
and south to the right.
This is a place where two sand
spits have joined to cut off a cove, thus forming a pond.

PIG. 17.
Taken from Manomet Point facing
south to show the sea cliff at Stage Point.
Clacial boulders are strewn along the shore.
Animal and plant life in such localities
varies from that found on a sand beach or
mud flat.

2b

steep crest in front and a long sweeping side behind or
to windward.

(PIG. 23.;

An amphitheater type of dune

results from the wind advancing more in the middle, like
the arc of a circle.

These dunes may be reversed in

posruion to the usual formation.
The struggle of sand plants and forest trees against
the dunes is continual.
by marching dunes.
filled.

Everything is eventually buried

Ponds,

swamps, and marshes become

Sandy deserts remain upon which such jjiants as

beach grass (Ammo£hila arenana vL.)), poverty grass
(Aristida dichotoma Michx.), and sand cherry (prunus
pumila jj.) may move m later.

Shaler*s description of

movement of dunes at Provincetown portrays vividly such
action (1697, p.

567-0)*

“This has taken place mainly m a westerly direction
from the outside beacnes.
nen the tide is out and the
air is dry, even a moderate wind will move the finer
parts of the material almost as easily as though it were
snow, and in great storms quartz pebbles up to the size
of peas may be observed to fly along at the height of
some feet above the earth.
As the wind loses a part of
its speed in passing over the surface of the ground,
the particles of sand and gravel which it bears soon fall
into the eddies of the current, there forming the beginnings
of dunes.
As soon as these dunes form they begin to
march before the wind; the bits slip up the exposed side
and pass over the crest into the sheltered lea where
they remain at rest until the whole mass has been shifted
forward in the same manner.
In this way, by the process
of constantly moving the windward layer to the leeward
side, the dune slowly marches inland.
Various influences
tend temporarily to arrest the march of these Provineetown
dunes, as they do all such masses of wind blown sand.
As the bits journey they decay, so that they naturally
cement together.
Moreover, certain species of plants,
such as the beach-grasses, have developed the capacity
to grow in the arid soil of these ridges.
This they do
so effectively that their roots and leaves make a mat
which deprives the wind of access to the heaps.”
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FIG-. 16.
Arrows indicate the direction
of the long shore currents.

PIG. 19*
This vie?/ is taken from
Manters Point facing to the north.
Plymouth Beach extends into the
distance about 2 3/4 miles.

V
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PIG-. 2u.
Tombolos connect Saquish Head and Gurnet
Point, and Gurnet Point to Duxbury.

PIG-. 21.
The in-and-out
path of a pebble along a beach.
Source: Adapted from Pinch and
Trewartha, 1942, p. 29b.

PIG. 22.
Ripple marks form in parallel
ridges.
Sand grains are forced up the
gradual slope and drop over the steep
sheltered side.
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PIG-. 23.
These sand dunes have been formed
along the outer side of Plymouth Beach. Rocks
in the foreground are part of the jetty.

PIG. 24.
This view was taken from the
end of the sand spit of Plymouth Beach
facing back toward the Manomet Hills.
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Erosion of the present hills is an extremely slow
process as the elevation of the land is not considerable.
The streams are mostly sluggish,

slowmoving, with cat-tail

marshes invading their channels in fresh water portions
and tidal marshes close to the mouths.

Frequent fires

have destroyed much of the forests and soil, with the
result that many ponds have dried up.
Fairchild has made studies of post-glacial uplift
of the land in southern Hew England.

In a discussion of

water-laid deposits facing the sea he notes areas at
high levels which are in beds on the land surface and are
accredited to submergence before the last ice sheet, yet
are on top of morainal drift and are the latest phenomena
of the area (1919, p. b6/).

He describes a critical locality

in the north end of Manomet hill, five miles southeast of
Plymouth.

A road to the village of Manomet crosses the

hill for about one mile going up from the sea at the 240 to
25u foot contour.

At the 23u foot level he has found con¬

spicuous evidence of standing water in horizontal sands
and gravel.

To the west of the hill is a broad gravel

plain at 23u feet.

On the east slope is a new road cut

which shows layers three to five feet deep of fine sand
and containing numerous boulders,

‘'evidently the product

of ice-raftingn (1919, p. oub).
The current hypothesis for subsidence of the land
to be taking place today along the Hew England shoreline
is fairly well established.

Through the study of tidal
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PIG. 25.
Cat-tail marsh on the
Eel Rxver, west of Route 3*

PIG. 26.
Salt marsh in
Salt Pond, Ellisville.
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FIG-. 27.

Plant succession xn a kettle
hole lake.
Off Route 3, to east, north
of Salt Pond at Ellisville.

PIG-. 2b.
Bog succession, and
muskrat home.
Sphagnum moss
in foreground.
Taken near
Bloody Pond.
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PIG-. 29.
Iris and grass-leaved goldenrod
grow along beach, Camp Pour Winds water¬
front on Long Pond.

PIG-. 3u.

Water edge, Long Pond.

PIG. 31•
The beach at Camp Helen
Storrow, Long Pond.

marshes geologists have proposed several theories for
explanation of this phenomenon.
Johnson (1925) presents those of Dawson for the origin
of the Dundy marshes, with which he agrees, Madge for the
Lynn marshes, and that of Shaler, which he feels accounts
for local variants of the usual occurence.
of work of 0. A. Davis (Johnson, 1925,p.

As a result

522) using a

peat sampling device of his own invention, which takes up
a cylindrical core from the peat from any depth or in a
continuous series, Johnson holds that the theory of Mudge
is correct.
"The saline grasses grow only above ordinary high
water mark, and as the roots in the lowest part of
the soil, even eight or more feet below the surface,
are in their natural position, showing no distortion,
we must conclude that their situs was above the high
water line, and that the subsidence has been so gradual
that the growth of the plants has never been interrupted"
(Johnson, 1925, p. 519).
■’

The idea of subsidence from observation of tree
stumps exposed in marshes or areas covered by sand has
not been considered sufficient evidence.
Movements of the earth’s crust, causing earthquakes,
have been recorded since written history in eastern
Massachusetts.

One occured in June lb3o which was quite

noticeable at Plymouth.

Bradford, in his "History of

Plymouth Plantation", writes the followings
"This year, aboute the 1. or 2. of June, was a great
and fearfull earthquake; it was in this place heard
before it was felt.
It came with a rumbling noyse, or

1

%
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low murmure, like unto remoate thunder; it came from
the norward, and pased southward.
As the noyse aproached
nerer, they earrh begane to shake, and came at length
with that violence as caused platters, dishes, and
such like things as stoode upon shelves, to clatter
and fall downe; yea,persons were afraid of the houses
themselves.
It so fell oute that at the same time
diverse of the cheefe of this towne were mett together
at one house, conferring with some of their friends
that were upon their removall from the place, (as if
the Lord would herby shew the signes of his displeasure,
in their shaking a peeces a removalls one from another.)
How ever It was very terrible for the time, and as the
men were set talking In the house, some women and others
were without the dores, and the earxh shooke with that
violence as they could not stand without catching hould
of the posts and pails that stood next them; but the
violence lasted not long.
And about halfe an hower,
or less, came an another noyse and shaking, but nether ^
so loud nor strong as the former, but quickly passed
over; and so it ceased.
It was not only on the sea coast,
but the Indeans felt it within land; and some ships that
were upon the coast were shaken by it.
So powerfull is
the mightly hand of the Lord, as to make both the earth
and sea to shake, and the mountames to tremble before
him, when he pleases; and who can stay his hand?
It was
observed that the sommers, for divers years togeather
after this earthquake, were not so hotte and seasonable
for the ripning of come and other fruits as formerly
but more could and moyst, and subject to erly and untimly
frosts, by which, many times, much Indean come came not
to matuntie; but whether this was any cause, l leave it
to naturalists to judge.”
(Davis, ed., 19Oo, p. 34b)•

Establishment of recent flora and fauna:
That plants and animals have existed in various forms
and stages of development long before the ice ages is well
known from geologic studies, finding of fossils, studies
of fossil pollen spores, and other means.

Plymouth does

not happen to be a collecting ground to visit for fossils,
in the tom of Marshfield to the north on the coast or at
Gay Head on the Vineyard excellent areas may be explored.
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The flora and fauna of recent time are considered to
have been well established before the advent of the
glaciers.

As the climate changed during glacial periods,

the plants and animals withdrew southward retreating be¬
fore the ice fronts.

Upon melting of the ice, the life

forms again moved into habitable areas in the north.
This took place for each of the glacial and interglacial
stages.

Many forms of plants and animals did not sur¬

vive the ordeals of migration m pleistocene time.

How¬

ever, most of the present day species esisted during that
epoch of geologic time.
Wind-distributed mosses and lichens led the procession
of reentrants into glaciated lands followed closely by
ferns and non-woody flowering plants,

fruits and edible

seeds of other plants were transported by birds and rodents,
chiefly squirrels.

The coniferous and hardwood forests

trailed the procession.

There may have been dense forests

on stagnant ice margins similar to those found in Alaska
today (Woodworth and Wigglesworth, 1934, p. o/).

Soil

formation has since resulted from decay of organic matter
mixed with mud and sand of glacial origin and disintegrated
rocks.

It is thought that possibly the American Indian

came into the region after the islands off the coast,
such as Marthas Vineyard and Nantucket, became separated
from the mainland by the present sounds (Woodworth and
Wigglesworth, 1934, p. a?').

Few shell heaps remain from
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Indian days.

Sub-species or varieties'of animals can

be found on some of the coastal islands which are not
represented m mainland fauna nowadays.

Biologists and

others who hold to the theory of life zones proposed by
hr. C. Hart Merriam would describe this recent fauna of
southeastern Massachusetts as belonging to the Alleghanian
Life Zone with traces of the Carolinian Life Zone inter¬
mingling from the south.

There is also some intermingling

of species from the north.

Economic' geology:
Rocks and minerals as economic assets in Plymouth
have played a minor parr, unless one should consider the
attraction of Plymouth Rock for tourists as a major portion
of income I

Quartz in the form of sand is a necessity to

the cranberry growers.

Carver and Wareham, neighbors,

made much of the bog-iron industry before open pit mining
developed in the norrh central states.

Since that competition

diverted the main source of supply a great many workers
converted the ponds and bogs for cranberry culture.

Clays

in the area have been used in brick making and porcelain
ware.

An interesting spot to visit m the center of Plymouth

is the Sparrow House, home of Plymouth pottery, where the
native clays are employed in ceramics.

The peat supplies

of Carver, Kingston, Wareham, and Barnstable are more ex¬
tensive than those of Plymouth, being used at one time or
another for fuel and manure.
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In East Sandwich glass blowing used to be one of the
important industries.

Sandwich glass is a collector1s

item to be found in antique shops and collections.
The Barnstable clay brick yards are still carrying on
brick making with the native clays.

CHAPTER II.
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Indians:
The Indians whom the settlers found living in New
England had a culture which, added to that brought by
the white man, has contributed much to our heritage.
Anthropologists include New England tribes in the ''Eastern
Woodland Indians"

(Climate and Man, 1941, p. 160).

The houses of these Indians are called wigwams.
They were usually round, though occasionally square.
Poles were stuck into the earth for uprights.

The tops

were bound together and a hole left through which smoke
might escape.
heavy bark.

The covering was formed from strips of
G-aily colored rushes made a mat for a lining.

The Indians rigged up a post inside, as high as the top,
with a peg in it to support a pot.

Underneath was put

a broad, flat stone to prevent the post from burning.
Usually there was a door to the north and another to the
south, covered by bark or skins.

These homes were not

permanent as these Indians moved about in search of their
food supply.
Before the arrival of the English,

skins with the

hair left on were used for clothing.
"Buskins of Leers-skin or Moose drest and dram with
lines into several works, the lines being coloured with
yellow, blew or red, Pumps too they have, made of tough
skins without soles,
in the winter when the snow will
bear them, they fasten to their feet their snow shoes
which are made like a large Racket we play at Tennis
with, lacing them with Leers-guts and the like, under
their belly they wear a square piece of leather and the
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like upon their posteriors, both fastened to a string
tyed about them to hide their secrets; on their heads
they ware nothing:
But since they have had to do with
the English they purchase of them a sort of Cloth called
trading cloth of which they make Mantles, Coats with
short sleeves, and caps for their heads which the women
use, but the men continue their old fasliion going bare¬
headed, excepting some old men amongst them*
They are
very proud as appeareth by their setting themselves
out with white and blew Beads of their own making, and
painting of their faces with the above mentioned colours,
they weave sometimes curious Coats with Turkie feathers
for their children(Josselyn, 1865b, p. 100-1).
Pood of the Indians depended upon their resourceful¬
ness to utilize the plant and animal life around them.
In the spring the Indians would tap the sugar maples
(Acer saccharum Marsh.) to obtain the sap for sugar.
Woodland borders furnished berries and edible roots; nuts
such as walnuts, hickories, chestnuts, and sweeter acorns
provided good food in winter.
place in their diet.

Hardboiled eggs had a

Bear (Buarctos americanus americanus

(Pallas)), wild-cat (Lynx rufus rufus (Schreber)),
raccoon (Procyon lotor lotor (L.)), and deer (Qdocoileus
virginianus borealis (Miller)) meat, and birds were eaten.
Winter was the time to go inland to hunt for the beaver
(Castor canadensis canadensis kuhl), the deer, the moose
(Alces americana americana (Clinton)), and the bear.
Pish, the cod ( G-adus cal lari as L.) , herring (al ewife ,
Pomolobus pseudoharengus (Wilson)

and shad, Alosa

sapidissima (Wilson)), and mackerel (Scomber sconbrus L.)
especially, more than the wildlife of the forests, were
the staples in the diet, however,
eastern Massachusetts.

of the red man in south¬

They were coastal inhabitants

rather than forest dwellers.

Dried oysters (Ostrea L.),

roasted or dried lobsters (Homarus amertcanus MilneEdwards), and dried lampreys (Petromyzon marinus L.)
were palatable to them.

Gurnet, Saquieh (the Indian

word "Saquish” means clam), and Clark’s Island were
fashionable watering places of the Indians (Watson, 1889,
p. 25).

An extensive kitchen-midden,

shell heap of clams

has been found on the north of Clark’s Island.
The Indians had a short cut for clearing the land
for growing crops, that of girdling the trees to kill
them.

Within a few months the full sun would hit the

forest floor.

The ground would be burnt over previous

to planting, which took away dead branches, leaves,
and such.

The topsoil, dark with leaf mold, rich in

potash, was very good for the Indian com (Zea Mays L.).
The trees came down by wind action in a few years.
summers hastened decay of the wood.
hoes were employed in farming.
;i

Moist

Digging sticks and

This was hardwood country
t

■

Pew tools and little expense were involved in the methods
of farming.

The Indians had no regular fields as those

which the settlers had been accustumed to establish,
ignored the stumps and dead trees.

They did not need to

prepare the soil or use draft animals for harvesting.
Pish remains and shellfish were mixed in the soil for
fertilizers.

The Indian Squanto taught the white man

how to plant the Indian corn.

"Also he tould them excepte

they gott fish and set with it (in these old grounds) it
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would come to nothing*1

(Davis, 1908, p. 116).

The native crops raised included several kinds of
com.

The sweet corn, Zea saccharata Sturt., was introduced
i”

in to Plymouth in 1779 from the Susquehanna Indians (Bailey,
1935, vol. 1, p. 848).

Other crops were different kidney

or navy beans (phaseplus vulgaris), squashes (Cucurbita
maxima)

and pumpkins ( Cucurbit a Pep o) , common sunflov/er

(Helianthus annuus L.), and Jerusalem--artichoke (Helianthus
tuberosus L.).

It is doubtful that the last two were

originally domesticated in eastern United States.
are annuals except the Jerusalem-artichoke.
need for warm weather for germination.

All

These have

It took a long

time for these annuals to migrate from Mexico and Central
America northward to the eastern woodlands.
name for Succotash was “Mishkutotasht.

The Indian

A receipe from

Mrs. Barnabas Churchill of Sparrow House, Plymouth,
includes in addition to corn and beans: turnips, potatoes,
salt pork, corned beef and chicken which Yinal (1940a)
thinks must have been contributions of the white man to
the Indian dish.
In the old world the Europeans had been used to
clearing fields of trees, using stumps for firewood,
plowing and seeding--either broadcasting or in seeded
rows.

They used field crops such as small grains instead

of com or beans.
Shells furnished the Indians with a source of money,

v
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most commonly called "wampus".

This meant more to the

Indians than mere money, however.

It served for ornamental

purposes, indicated wealth, and position.
beads,

The black

"sacki", were the muscle scar or "dark eye" of

the oyster (Ostr,ea L.) and the white beads,

"wompi", were

from the rest of the shells of the clams and oysters.
Generally the blue beads of quahaugs (Venus mercenaria L.)
were considered to be twice as valuable.

(Each valve of

a shell has only one muscle scar in the case of the
oyster, and two, in the case of the clam.)

The beads

were cylindrical, about one eighth of an inch in diameter
and one quarter of an inch long.

These were polished

smooth by rubbing against stones and bored with an awl
of flint to hollow, them out.

Occasionally some are still

found in old shell heaps on the New England coast.

Long

Island Indians used thick quahaug shells for the most part
and Plymouth colonists the common clam shell (Myra arenaria L.).
In Pilgrim Hall a specimen can be seen which, is similar
to a small button-mould.

Davis(1908, p. 235) thought

that perhaps several places in Plymouth with soil full
of shell fragments might have been locations for cutting
wampum.

Indians about Plymouth did not use wampum very

much when the settlers first came.
settlers the value of wampum.

The Ditch taught the

Beaver furs, exchanged-for

wampum in the interior, were sent to Europe.

Wampum was

legal tender among the settlers for lack of other currency.
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Indians of the Harragansett area supplied most of the
source of wampum which reached Plymouth in the beginning*
Birch bark had many uses in the life of the Indian,
Spruce roots (Picea Link,) and white cedar (Thuja occidentalis L.)
were made into thread to sew bark together in construction
of their canoes.

White cedar formed the ribs.

employed, made from turpentine and resin,
canoes watertight.

Pitch was

in getting the

Spruce roots and balsam from the fir

(Abies balsamea (l.)Mill.) were the‘'imports"by Plymouth
Indians.

Exploration and discoveries:
As early as 1003 Leif Eriksson had arrived on the
shores of Gape Cod.

It is said that Eriksson built a

house on Ho Manfs Land, cut trees, and took grapes back
to Greenland (Gray, 1930).
was- in 16u2 at Buzzards Bay.

The first English settlement
Accounts were made of the

voyage of the not well known but experienced mariner,
Bartholomew Gosnold and of Bartholomew Gilbert,

son of

Sir Humphrey Gilbert, the famous half-brother of Sir
Walter Raleigh, by the authors, John Brereton and Gabriel
t

Archer.

Archer had been at the Jamestown settlement.

Brereton wrote "Relation", published in 1602, the first
English book about Hew England,

following is a quotation

from the log of the voyage and a list of commodities,
resources, noted around Gutty Hunk or the Vineyard.

“But on Friday, the fourteenth of May, early in tne
morning, we made land, (Identified as Cape Neddock,
near York Beach m footnote;, being full of faire
trees, the land somewhat low, certeine hummocks or
hilles lying into the land, the shore ful of white
sand, but very stony or rocky" (Levermore, 1912,
vol. 1, p. 31)•
"A Brief Bote of such Commodities as we saw in the
Country, notwithstanding our small time of stay.
Trees.
Sassafras trees, the roots where
of at 3s. the pound are 336*1
the tunne.
Cedars tall and straight, in
gre at abundanc e.
Cypres trees.
Oakes.
Walnut trees great store.
Elme s.
Beech.
Hollie.
Haslenut trees.
Cherry trees.
Cotton trees.
Other fruit trees to us unknown.

Fowles.
Eagles.
Hemshawes.
Cranes.
Bitters.
Mallards.
Teales.
Geese.
Penquins.
Ospreis and Hawks.
Crowes.
Ravens.
Bewes.
Doves.
Sea-pies.
Black-birds with
carnation wangs.

The finder of our Sassafras in
these parts was one Master
Robert Meriton.
Fruits, Plant s an d Herbs.
Tobacco, excellent sweet and
strong.
Vines m more plenty than in
France.
Ground nuts, good meat, & also
medicinable•
Strawb errie s.
Raspeberries.
Gooseberries.
Hurt leb ernes.
Pease growing naturally.
Flaxe.
Ins Florentina, whereof
apothecaries make sweet balles.
Sorrell, and many other herbs
wherewith they made sallets.

Beasts.
Deere in great store,
very great and large.
Beaares. Black Foxes. Beavers
Luzernes. Otters. Wilde
Cats, very large and
great. Dogs like Foxes,
blacke and sharpe nosed.
Conies.
Fishes.
Whales. Tortoises, both
on land and sea.
Seales. Cods. Mackerell.
Breames. Herrings.
Thornbacke.
Hakes. Rockefish, Doggefish.
Lobstars. Crabbes. Muscles.
Wilks. Cockles. Scallops.
Oisters.

Snakes foure foot in length, and sixe inches about,
which the Indians eat for daintie meat, and the skinnes
whereof they use for girdles.
Colours to die, red, white and blacke.
Mettals and Stones
Stones of a blue mettaline
Copper in great abundance.
colour, which we take to
Emene stones for Glasiers and
be steele oare.
Cutlers.
Stones of all sorts for
Alabaster very white.
buildings.
Stones glistering and shining
Clay, red & white, which
like minerall stones.
may prove good Terra.
Sigillata.11
(Levermore, 1912, vol.l, p. 42

.)

be Monts and Sieur de Champlame were exploring for
France.

Champlain kept full accounts of his visit to
*

Plymouth (as elsewhere):

(He called it Port St. Louis)

uThe next day (July 2o, lou5) we doubled Cape St. Louis
(Branches Island) so named by Sieur de Monts a land
rather low and in latitude 42°45,«
The same day we
sailed two leagues along a sandy coast; as we passed
along which we saw a great many cabins and gardens.
The wind being contrary we entered a little bay to
await a time favorable for proceeding.
There came to
us two or three canoes which had just been fishing for
cod and other fish, which are found there in large
numbers.
These they catch with hooks made of a piece
of wood, to which they attach a bone in the shape of
a spear, and fasten it very securely.
The whole has
a fang-shape, and the line attached to it is made out
of the bark of a tree.
The bond is fastened on by
hemp, and they told me that they gathered this plant
without being obliged to cultivate it, and indicated
that it grew to the height of four or five feet.
Some
of them came to us and begged us to go to their river.
We weighed anchor at the mouth.
I made an examination
of the river, but saw only an arm of water extending
a short distance inland, where the land is only in
part cleared up.
Running into this is merely a brook
not ddep enough for boats except at full tide.
The
circuit of the bay is about a league.
On one side of
the entrance to this bay there is a point (Gurnet)
which is almost an island, covered wirh wood, principally
pines, and adjoins sandbanks which are very extensive.
On the other side the land is high.
There are two

islets in the harbor (Clark*s Island and Saquish)
which are not seen until one has entered and around
which it is almost entirely dry. at low water.
This
place is very conspicuous, for the coast is very low,
excepting the Cape at the entimnceto the bay.
We
named it Port du Cap St. Louis, distant two leagues
from the above Cape and ten from the Island Cape (Cape
Anne).”
(Davis, 1699, p. 34-5*)
It is to be noted that from Champlain*s writing Brown*s
Shoal was never an island, Plymouth Beach was once wooded,
and Saquish was once an island detached from Gurnet
Point.

The brook which the Indians wished the explorers

.

to see is Town Brook of today.
The words of Bradford on the findings of the settlers
are also worth considering*
11 * We found not any navigable rivers, but four or five
small running brooks of very sweet, fresh water that
all run into the sea.
The land for the crust of the
earth is a spit*s depth excellent black mould, and
fat m some places; two or three great oaks(but not
very thick;, pines, walnut, beech, ash, hazel, holly,
asp, sassafras in abundan.ce, and vines everywhere,
cherry-trees, plum trees, and many others which we
know not.
Many kinds of herbs we found in winter, as
strawberry leaves innumerable, sorrel, yarras, carvel,
brookline, liverwort, watercresses, great store of
leeks and onions, and an excellent strong kind of flax
and hemp.
Here is sand, gravel, and excellent clay, no
better m the world, excellent for pots, and will wash
like soap, and great store of ston^, though somewhat
soft, and the best water that we ever drank, and the
brooks now begin to be full of fish.1" (Davis, 1665,p.21.)
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It is now proposed to consider the forests,

several

phases of wildlife, fishing, and water resources which
have been exploited by man m the Plymouth region since
the time of settlement.

Descriptions of some of the

early explorers have been presented m the previous
chapter.

Land is the product of its origin and use.

To follow up the several aspects mentioned above should
be of interest.

The quotations included below are apropos

of the situation certainly in one of the regions first
settled in Rew England.
Van Dersal (193o, p. 12) writes:
"It is no longer new to point out that we are now
dealing not with biologic areas as they were, but as
man‘s activities have changed them.
Students of plant
ecology and geography have long recognized that exist¬
ing vegetation and fauna do not represent original con¬
ditions.
As time goes on, studies of original vegetation
must deal more and more with old records, historical
documents, travel sketches of earlier periods, early
surveys, and consideration of the few remaining virgin
areas.
Original faunal and floral areas can be deter¬
mined only m this manner.
Man has been relocating
species of animals and plants to suit himself from the
time the first settlers arrived in the country.
Brief
consideration of the changing face of the land surface
of the country shows this very clearly,
furthermore,
it is obvious that because most vegetation has been
disturbed by man, associations comprising secondary
successions are the rule rather than the exception.”
"The settlement of a country, the advance of civilisa¬
tion, the operation of agriculture, lumberman, hunter,
trapper, and fisherman inevitably bring about consider¬
able" changes in the wild life of any region, and especially
in the bird life.”
(Porbush, 1929, p. xxxvii.)
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The forests: '
The primeval forest of the Pilgrims would be termed
by ecologists as the climax state of forest formation.
Vegetation m the area had had sufficient time to reach
its maximum stage of development in the form of a deciduous
forest which is characteristic for that climate, latitude,
and soil.

In this forest iaccording to Mr. Charles Cherry,

District Porester, Kingston, Massachusetts) the more abund¬
ant trees were the yellow birch,(Betula lutea Michx.),
beech (Pagus grandlfolia Ehrh.), white pine (Pinus Strobus L.),
tupelo (Myssa sylvatica Marsh.),

sassafras (Sassafras

variifolium (Salisb. )), red oak {Quercus borealis Michx.),
black oak (Quercus velutma Lam.) ,

scarlet oak ( Quercus

coccmea Muench.), and white oak (Quercus alba L.), and
hemlock (Tsuga canadensis (1.) Carr.).

The original

forests of Plympton, to the west northwest of Plymouth,
Hayward (lc4b, p. 243) considered to be superior to those
of Plymouth.

Common constituents were upland and swamp

oak, maple (Acer (T'ourn.) L.), walnut (Juglans L.), white
pine, white cedar (Thuja occidentalis L.), and pitch
pine (Pinas ngida Mill.).

i

One white oak cut contained

tons and j feet of ship timbers and 2 cords of firew/ood.

Finding scanty references to the actual composition of
the original forests Morris (191b, p. 12) has written
that it is probable that the Pilgrims found "large and
thrifty virgin stands of white and pitch pine,
maple,—pine m uplands,

oak and

oak and maple in lowlands."
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On a trip to the island in Halfway fond Yinal (1942,
p. 127; locality determined by personal conversation)
found such species as the white pine,
■f-

sassafras, grey

\

birch (Betula populifolia- Marsh.), yellow birch, holly
{Ilex opaca Alt,), beech \the largest hardwood), white
oak, tupelo, and hemlock.

This same author states that

the red cedar (Juniperus virginiana L.) is a coastal
inhabitant, not tolerant of virgin forests, and often
used m ornamental plantings by'settlers, and the scrub
oak (Quercus llicifolia Wang.) was limited to the sandy
coastal areas.

Mr. Cherry has a cross-section from

14 feet up af a hurricane stump,
this island m Halfway.Pond.

of 1938,

of beech from

The tree had attained an

age of 223 years and a height of 70 feet.

He accounts

for the presence of a great deal of beech still between
Halfway fond and Long fond due to the fact that between
these ponds forest fires have not swept, burning all in
their wake.

Beech occurs as far otpt on the Cape as Truro.

Prom observation of two islands of Cape Cod which
have escaped the ravages of fire Cook (1931* P* 423)
concluded than the hemlock, wnite pine,

beech,

soft

mapie j Acer rub rum L.), black and yellow birch,, tupelo,
hornbeam (Carpmus carolmana wait.), and red oak left
there are more typical of une or^gmucti forests.

He re¬

marked that early settlers used the name of "spruce”
for hemlock (1931* p. 423).

Beston (1946, p. 4) remarks

of the controversy over the make up of the original
forests of the Cape.

He says that the early explorers

\

PIG, 33*
The island in Halfway Pond
has remnants of the primeval forest
of the Pilgrims.
,

ft

were impressed by the trees because they had been
accustomed in England to park-like forests; he also
feels that Champlain!s drawings are true of what is
found today on the shore of the Cape,

An exception he

notes as inland around the sheltered ponds and in the
vicinity of bickerson State Park, and Naushon Island.
At the time of settlement the Boston Bay area was cover¬
ed with evergreens, as in Maine, although the climate
was warmer than in Maine, and the area probably had more
hardwoods among the pine and hemlock.

A typical region

of oak and pitch pine on sandy soils was located south
of Duxbury.
The settlers cleared the forests from the land for
various reasons.

They needed areas for fields in order

to grow their crops.

The wood was necessary for the

construction of homes and furniture.
into the making of most of the houses.

White pine went
Butternut

(Juglans cinerea L. ) and ash (Eraxinus (Toum.) 1.)
made fine furniture.

Because these early folks had to

work by hand using only axes and saws to fell the trees
they left behind remnants which make up many of today*s
woodlots on the farms.
survived in woodlots.

Many of the large white pines
The fact that the sawmills in

Plymouth County have been of a permanent type has
fostered selective cutting as contrasted with clear
cutting (Morris, 191b, p. 15).

Another factor in the

cutting of the forest was fear of forest dwellers, e.g.
the wild animals and the Indians, which were enemies of

the white man m most instances.

Many removed trees

merely because they did not like them (Edge, 193«> P* U)*
Timber for ship building was very important.

Oaks

went into the hulls, white pine into masts and spars.
Many of these timbers were exported to Europe, England in
particular, for its navy.

The name for Mast Road, Plymouth,

is derived from the abundance of excellent white pines,
ou to lOu feet tall, taken out of that vicinity for ship
masts.

In lol2, in the toms of Plymouth and Kingston,

over 4-uu ships were built.
Hawley and Hawes (1912, p. lb?) note that in lb23
the Anne sailed for England from Plymouth with a cargo
which included white oak staves to be used for wine barrels.
Cooperage, barrel making, was one of the chief occupations
during the first 150 years of the town.

Another main

export was the roots of sassafras; particularly in early
days England provided a good market.
The forests yielded fuel for many purposes.

The

early charcoal furnaces were a very heavy drain as they
burned as much as 25 to 5u cords at a kiln in one firing.
There were the various furnaces of the iron industry,
for smelting and blasting, in Carver and Wareham which
utilized a great deal of the Plymouth timber.

4,u00 cords

of wood per year were required at the Federal Ftirnace.
Ox teams and small packet boats using the inlets were
the mam means of transporting the wood.

Later with the
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advent of railroad locomotives another load was added
to the fuel supply.
In the louu’s salt making became important on the
Gape.

The lumber to construct the huge wooden vats and

rolling roofs over the vats helped to use up the forests.
35u gallons of salt water and the burning of one half
cord of wood were required to produce a bushel of salt.
Wind mills were needed to pump in the salt water where
there were no tidal runs.

The area between Provincetown

and Duxbury put two Eruopean countries out of the salt
making business.

When the supply of local wood ran low

the salt makers were forced to import fuel from Maine
in reclaimed trade.

Later solar radiation was employed

to evaporate the water instead of wood fuel.
It should also be noted that early pasturing of stock
in the woodlands contributed to destruction of the soil,
shrubs,

saplings, and herbaceous plants by the trampling

and packing down from the animals1 hoofs.

There was

legislation as early as 1703 to restrict the pasturing
of cattle, also the cutting of trees wrthin one half mile
of the coast, and preventing the boxing of pine trees for
turpentine(Brigham, 1920, p. 9b).

Boxing means cutting a

box on the base of the tree to contain the resin or sap
flow which is created by systematic "scarfing".
Not to be neglected are the insects, which are destructive
agents of the forest.

Outstanding forest pests are the
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pine engraver beetles

(Ips De G-eer in this area).

These insects make galleries m the wood below the bark
m which they lay their eggs.
weevil (Pissodes strobi (Peck))

Larvae of the white pine *'
sometimes tunnel terminal

twigs and branches causing these parts to die.

,!A lyre

tree" may result if the end bud of the main trunk is
destroyed m this manner.

Moths of the family Liparidae,

namely the gypsy moth (Porthetria dispar L.), brown tail
moth (Nygmia phaeorrhoea Don.(Euproctis chrysorrhoea L.)),
and the white-marked tussock moth (Hemerooampa leucostigma
S. & A.) are some of the worst destructive agents.

The

tent caterpillar (Malacosoma disstna Hubn.) feeds for
the most part on oaks and maples.

A good example of the

parasitic Hymenoptera (insects with membrane wings) are
Ichneumon flies.

Members of the Coccidae family, the

scale insects, weaken the forest trees; then other insects
may kill the trees.

More familiar, perhaps, are termites

or "white ants",of the order Isoptera, not ants at all,
which ruin dead wood, whether it be standing trees, stumps,
house timbers, telephone poles, fence posts, and so forth.
Pitch pine, inferior to white pine for lumber, yet
the most abundant pine now available In the region, has
been used particularly in war time by the Army for dunnage,
to protect ship cargoes from damage in the hold.

About

lu million board feet of pitch' pine were salavagable on
the Cape after the hurricane of 193b.

Six million feet of

this the Army used.

Now pitch pine is used mostly for

pulp, insulating board, felt for linoleum, box lumber
with white pine, dimension material, sill stock, and
covering-m boards.

A disadvantage is the fact that

pitch pine lumber warps more readily than white pine.
Today there is one white pine sawmill left in Plymouth.
The war has been an impetus for overcutting of the trees.
The make up of the present-day forest is for the
most part pitch pine and scrub oak.

This is what is

known as a fire sub-climax, in an area where other mixed
conifers and hardwoods should predominate in the forest.
Most of the reasons for this growth have been mentioned
at various points.

The great overcutting of the forest

of its original growth, the forest fires resulting from
charcoal furnaces, iron furnaces, wood burning locomotives
of the railroad, and now today carelessness of man along
the highways and trails and disobedience of fire regula¬
tions .
The lighter, sandier soil of the coastal area is not
so favorable to certain species; there are not the extensive
swamplands and bogs; prevailing winds are drier as they
blow off the land.
fire damages.

These factors contribute to the frast

Pitch pine is one of the few conifers which

can sprout from the stump and is extremely fire and drought
resistant.
soil.

Oak prevents sun scald and erosion of the

Much of the red and white oak today is coppice,

sprout growth, from stumps.

With elimation of fire resistant
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PIG-. 34.
Porest fire damage, brushland
resulting.
Notice the light colored
glacial boulders m the background. Look¬
ing east from Long Pond Road toward the sea.

PIG-. 35*
Porest fire damage, burnt
pitch pines.
Looking east from Long
Pond Road.
Pire lane in foreground.

\
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species and destruction of stump sprouters, the forest
does not have much chance against fire.

The principal

fire resistant forest trees in the region are pitch pine,
bear oak (Quercus ilicifolia Wang.), scrubby white oak,
scrubby scarlet oak, and scrubby black oak (Cook, 1931>
p. 422).
The state department of conservation made the second
of its county survey of forests, that of Plymouth, in
191o.

The tabular account (PIG-. 3b) for the tom of

Plymouth is interesting, although it cannot be wholely
compared with the land utilization figures for the 1935
agricultural census (PIG-.

5u).

Morris (191o, p. 13)

states that Plymouth is one of the toms with the fewest
white pines,

some of the best oak and pitch pine, and

has more forested land (62.55%) than other county toms.
The acquisition of several thousand acres in Carver
which have been reforested with white and Scotch pine
(Pinus sylvestris L.) is discussed in the same report.
This was the beginning (191b) of the Myles Standish State
Porest, which is one of the oldest in the stare.

Some of

the reasons for acquisition were to demonstrate the value
of fire protection and the possibilities offered by timber
production from land which is burned yearly.

The state

forest, which now covers over ll,uOO acres, is only eleven
miles distant from the center of Plymouth.

It contains

many fire lanes, bridle trails, picnic and camp sites,
ponds, and a wildlife refuge.

See the map printed in 193b

PIC-. 36.

Tabular account of first forest survey of Plymouth town made hy the State Conservation
Department. Source: Morris, 1918, p. 38.
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of Plymouth and Vicinity distributed by the Selectmen
(PIG-. 59).
In addition to a state forest Plymouth has a town
forest located along Long Pond Road not too distant
from the town center.

The state legislature passed the

Town Porest Act in 1913 through the efforts of the
Massachusetts forestry Association.

According to Mr.

John A. Kennedy, tne town tree warden,

in a letter of

October ly, 194b:
' "The town forest was first thought about, as far as
it is Known, in March, iy22.
At that time tnere
appeared an article in the torn warrant which read:
!Ihat the town authorize the Selectmen to appoint a
committee to investigate the matter of Town forests,
to ascertain what lands are available for reforesting
and expense of same and report to the proper officials
of the tom.1
The article undoubtedly was passed because in.March
1924, six parcels of land were purchased for $2,0Uu
and in the same year $l,uOU for reforestation was
spent.
More land was acquired through the years, and
at the present time the Tom forest contains a total
of two hundred eighty-two acres.
The cost of mainten¬
ance is around fl,uuu a year.
In the forest there are many varied species of trees;
the most predominant of winch are Austrian pine,
Norway spruce, Jack pine, white pine, pitch pine, white
and red oak, and birches, and also red pine.”
Tom forests are a good investment.

When properly managed,

they furnish timber to the town for many purposes.

They

may be a source of income for the tom, provide employ¬
ment for townsfolk, and serve.as an outdoor educational
«

medium for schools and other interested groups.
towns they are used for recreation.

In some

bo

Animal resources:
The animal life that abounded m the forests and
waters in the early years of settlement has been enumer¬
ated in various sources, notable among these being the
works of John Josselyn, a traveler to this country from
England in the years 1636 and lbb3.

His accounts on

animal, plant and Indian life are very full.

Once there

lived about Plymouth s’uch wildlife as grey wolves (Canis
lycaon Schreber), black bears (Buarctos amencanus amerioanus
(Pallas)), panthers (Pells couguar Kerr), lynxes (lynx
rufus rufus (Schreber)), beavers (Castor canadensis
canadensis K.uhl) , wild turkeys (Meleagrls i-'alloiava silvestrip
Vieillot), and heath hens (Tympanuchus cupido (L.)), which
i

are absent now.
The importance of game birds and mammals is aptly
t

stated by Eorbush (191b, p. 497).
“Grame is one of the natural resources of the State.
When the game is exterminated a valuable asset is
lost.
When game is conserved it increases the mater¬
ial wealth of the State, gives value to waste lands,
adds to the worth of farm lands, attracts sportsmen
to the State and gives employment to many people."
An effort is hereby made to point out some of the major
reasons, causes and effects, for changes m the animal

•

life due to both nature and man.
The expressions "balance of nature" and "survival of
the fittest" imply a natural check on the population of
living organisms in the environment.

These are phrases

of common usage since the days of Charles Darwin,

food
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chain relationships based on an energy cycle can be worked
out for the plants and animals of any area.
may reach all degrees of complexity.

These chains

Physical phenomena

sach as the weather including storms, floods, temperature,
light, and so forth, fires, and geologic changes all may
have drastic effects upon populations and disrupt the
food chains.

Where man does not disturb the cycles the

more hardy species are most likely to survive for per¬
petuation.

Two examples oficycles are included.

In the first situation there is the set-up in which
cuckoos (yellow-billed cuckoo, Goccyzus americanus
americanus (!•), and black-billed cuckoo, G. erythrophthalmus
(Wilson)) feed upon tent caterpillars which in turn strip
the foliage from trees.

The trees afford nesting sites

and protection for the cuckoos.

This cycle may be dis¬

turbed by hawks preying upon the cuckoos.

With fewer

cuckoos the tent caterpillars increase, more foliage is
destroyed.

If the hawks are killed by man or other agents,

cuckoos may again increase, the caterpillars decrease,
and more of the foliage remain on the trees.

The relation¬

ships are elastic; the pendulum swings back and forth
continually tending to check an overabundance of any one
factor.

In the sketch of the cycle the arrows lead to the

destructive agents(the exception being the beneficial
relationship between cuckoos and foliage).
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(shooting)
(food)

Hawk s

-=>

Man

Cuckoos
(food)
(nesting and
protection
in trees)

Tent caterpillars
(food)

leaves from trees

PIG. 37•

Pood chain.

Second, the conception of farmers in general that hawks
and owls prey on poultry mainly and therefore should be
eliminated is false.
tents and owl pellets,

Through the study of stomach con¬
undigested remains consisting of

fur and bones, it has been found that the diet of these
oirds consists chiefly of small rodents and other vermin.
Thus the mice population on farms is kept down thereby
providing more grain,

one of the basic foods of mice.

PIG. 3o.

Pood chain.

‘Then the farmers kill the hawks or owls, the mice tend
to increase, and the grain supply decreases,
would benefit by letting the hawks alone.

farmers

The few young

of fowl that they may take are insignificant compared to
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the good they perforin in eating rodents.
Game was plentiful to the settler.

He hunted all

year round with no thought for a closed season.

Spring,

summer, and fall made no difference despite the fact that
killing at breeding time reduces the next year's crop.
In 19uj Forbush (191b, p.

made a study of all laws

concerned with the regulation of destruction of game in
Massachusetts.

He observed that law-makers had been

more concerned with the giving of special privileges to
\

certain parties for killing rather than protecting game.
The first laws to protect quail (Oolinus virginianus
virgin1anus (L.)) and ruffed grouse (Bonasa umbellus
umbellus (L.)) in spring and summer were passed in 1618
(Forbush, 191b, p. 5B8).

Shore birds received protection

about the time that Forbush was writing his book.

In

the year 19u9 a law went on the books to prohibit spring
shooting.

Only one of the years previous had ever had

such a statute. * Wild turkeys never received protection.
Passenger pigeons (Ectopistes migratoris (L.)) and heath
hens received no help until near extinction.

The heath

hen and passenger pigeon a.re now extinct and the wild
turkey exterpated from southeastern Massachusetts.

Forbush

remarked, however, that Massachusetts has been ahead of
most states in game protection.

Still laws are not

uniform nor stable between states and many phases of the
government concerned with game conservation and management

v
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need to be revised (Forbush, 191b, p.

5t>9).

Federal laws

now exist for the protection of migratory birds.
The hunting of game for market prices,

selling and

exporting, and general overshooting have almost drained
the resources completely.

The cost of firearms has lessened

and the quality greatly improved.

Transportation makes

wildlife habitats readily accessible to sportsmen.

The

pressure of advertising in magazines of supplies for sports¬
men and other sources also has contributed.
In the clearing of forests for fields and pastures
forest birds,-., e.g. woodpeckers, family Pic idae, were
driven away and field birds, e.g. sparrows, robins (Turdus
mi gr at onus migratonus L. ), bluebirds (Sialis sialis sialis (L. )) ,

\
increased.

With more fields there were more earthworms

(Lumbricus L.) and farmland insects, e.g. grasshoppers,
cutworms.

In the period of farm abandonment natural re¬

forestation brought about an increase in forest birds.
There is more wild land in the state now than ninety-five
years ago.
Lumbering has contributed to the change in the char¬
acter of the forest.

With that comes a temporary change

in bird inhabitants.that prefer hardwoods to conifers for
breeding areas (and other animals too;.
Reduction of narive birds by domestic animals, cats,
dogs, and hogs, and by introduced rats has been very
noticeable.
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In the establishment of summer residences many
breeding localities of birds have been eliminated.

If

the birds were not molested by the people, they would
not vacate, but that has not been the case.

Summer

visitors to Plymouth swell the population greatly for
that season.
As natural bogs and ponds have been converted to
cultivated cranberry bogs birds have had to seek other
nesting sites.

Provision of nesting boxes has helped

to attract some of the hole dwellers, however, such as
bluebirds and swallows.

Shallow ponds may attract the

wood duck (Aix sponsa (L.)) and black duck (Anas rubripes
tnstis Brewster), blackbirds, and sometimes rails.
Drainage of all the ponds in any area depletes a
valuable store of wildlife.
One means of protection for wildlife is the establish¬
ment of a refuge

wherein no hunting, trapping,

ing of animals is permitted.

or molest¬

The Myles Standish State

Forest, as well as all the other state forests, contains
a restricted area as a sanctuary,

in this case it con¬

sists of approximately 5,uuu acres well‘posted.
management is practiced m the sanctuary.

Game

Such a program

consists of providing sufficient food, cover, protection
from hunting and fire, in order to increase the wildlife
crop which may expand into the surrounding vicinity.

The

Plymouth Park Commission prohibits trespassing on the
nesting areas on the north end of Plymouth Beach between
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the dates of May 15th and July 31st.

Mr. W. G. Symington

has a posted deer park on his estate between Long Pond
Road and Old Sandwich Road.
Restocking of game birds, mostly quail and pheasant
(Phasianus colchious torquatus Grnelin), raised on state
game farms such as that in Sandwich, is another method of
attempting to supply targets for sportsmen.

Game is more

plentiful at present in Bristol County to the west of
4

Plymouth according to Robert Jones of the State Conserva¬
tion Department (letter of March 17, 1949).

Important

current game species m Plymouth County consist of pheasants,
quail, rabbits (Sylvilagus transit!onalis (Bangs)) and deer.
V

Pish have been important in the life of.Plymouth.
The first of the Plymouth Colony Pish Laws, in lb23,
i

read:

“Article o.

That fowling, fishing, and hunting

be free to all the inhabitants of this government; pro¬
vided that all orders from time to time made by this
«

General Court for the due regulating of fishing and fowl¬
ing be observed in place or places wherein special inter¬
est and propriety is justly claimed by the court or any
particular person"

(Anon., 1687, p. 3).

In the ancient

charters (Anon., 1887, p. b) Section 2 states that no
great pond over ten acres could be private property;
t

Section 3 grants free right to everyone between tide marks
on all shores; and Section 4 provides that all great ponds
in the town are free to everyone, accessible to all.

Of

the perpetual laws instituted, there were ones protecting
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mackerel, alewives, herring, and eels, prohibiting the
use of seines, nets,

or any obstructions to streams.

G-rsnts were made to townspeople to take herring on the
Tom Brook and Eel River.
Current statutes should be consulted before going
fishing as the laws of the town and state are revised
from time to time.

Public fishing is still allowed on

certain of the larger ponds of the town, e.g. Great South
Pond.
Pish restocking is a common practice of the state.
The state maintains two hatcheries on the Cape,

one in

Sandwich raising brook trout (Salvelinus fontmalis
(Mitchell)), and one in East Sandwich raisinw rainbow
trout (Salmo gairdneni Richardson) and brown trout
(aalmo trutta L.)•

Adult fish have been restocked in

3-H ponds of the Ryles otandish reservation.

In Plymouth,

Long Pond and Little Pond are cold enough for trout
(Dr. Britton McCabe, Springfield College, letter of March
5, 1949).

Some of the more common fish m the ponds of

Plymouth are yellow perch (Perea flavescens (Mitchell)),
sunfish (Eupomotis gibbosus (1.)), small mouth bass
(Micropterus dolomieu Lacepede), pickerel (Esox niger
Le Suer), and brown bullheads (Ameiurus nebulosus (Le Sueur)).
Into the ponds accessible by streams, such as Great
Herring Pond, eels (Anguilla bostoniensis (Le Sueur))
and white perch (Morone amencana (Gmelin)) may still
migrate.

The State Department of Conservation has a fisheries
survey in progress for Plymouth and Barnstable Counties.
This material is expected to be published in about a year.
Then many details concerning the present fish resources
will be available to the public.
Herring fishing is still considered to be a town
industry.
The shellfish industries of Plymouth have subsided
considerably, mainly due to overexploitation m most
instances;

some clamming and lobster fishing are carried

on at the present time.
i

Clams, chiefly the '’soft11 or “long neck" clam,
Mya arenaria L., formed an important part of the Indians*
diet.

The Pilgrims took up clamming as a major industry.

Por 2uO years clamming was an important factor m the
economy of tne State.

About l^oO Plymouth and Duxbury

were the greatest clamming toms on the coast.

After

1675 inland markets increased the demand for clame.

In

the vicinity of Plymouth, Kingston, and Duxbury over lbuu
acres are available, approximately two thirds of this
being covered with eel grass,

500 acres good for clams.

The best clamming occurs around Clark*s Island, which is
rather inaccessible.

Attempts by the town of Plymouth

to restore the industry have been:

money for restocking,

closed season, and leasing of private grants to individuals.
The last method seems to be the only solution to restore
the industry (Anon., 1909, p. 207).

The physical conditions
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needed for good clam growth depend upon current, soil,
and period of Submergence.

A good circulating Current

over the tidal flat is required to remove any contamina¬
tion and to transport food.

A tenacious soil containing

little decayed material is best.
to eat away the shells.

Acids m the soil tend

Soils containing organic matter

are apt to spread infection among clams.

Low flats pro¬

vide a longer feeding period in submergence for the clams.
With favorable conditions, one year is sufficient to
produce a marketable clam.
The quahaug, Venus mercenana L., was eaten by early
settlers but did not become too popular until around 16b0
and afterwards.
the supply.

Inland markets provided a big demand for

The factors of overfishing and increased demand

were chief causes in the decline of the industry.

The

fishing grounds of Plymouth Harbor are the northernmost
extent of the natural range for quahaugs, few being found
there.

Experiments at Plymouth have been performed m

trying to determine the future of the industry.
-

Beds

>

were developed in the western part of the harbor off
Kingston on Grey1s and Egobert's flats.

Conslusions from

those experiments were to advise culture only during summer
months on those flats and that the deeper waters would be
good for both quahaugs and clams, the western shore being
impractical (Anon., 1912, p. b3).
The scallop industry, which originated on Gape Cod
m lb74, seemed to find its most northerly extent at

Plymouth where it was only slight and now no longer
t

exisxs (Anon., 1910, p. 106).
Plymouth people used to engage m whaling at differ¬
ent times but never to the extent that Nantucket and other
towns did.

In 169v they began fishing from rhe shore.

Until about 1760 the whales were sighted from land look¬
outs and then boats set out after them.
were undertaken.

Later cruises

1637 seems to be the last date for a

ship to be built and sent Out from Plymouth for whaling
(Davis, 1663, p. lbB).
Water resources:
As Plymouth borders upon the ocean the people have
access to both salt and fresh water.
value to the town.

This guves increased

Recreation such as swimming, fishing,

and use of small craft is enjoyed on many of the fresh
water ponds and along the sea coast.

These features pro¬

vide a big attraction to summer residents and tourists.
As mentioned elsewhere, fish have been stocked m some of
the larger ponds for the sportsmen.

Grover Cleveland was

one of the noted anglers at Plymouth.
Public and private water supplies should be protected
from pollution.

In the northern part of Plymouth water

is used from an untreated surface supply; on the southern
border is is untreated, coming from tubular wells (chart
72-15, Massachusetts State Planning Board report, iy3h).
The untreated domestic sewage is disposed at the rate of
25,uuu gallons per day (chart 72-15) into rivers or tidal
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inlets (chart 72-3).

(Sources for this information came

from the Massachusetts Department of Public Health,

Annual

Report 1935 > and the Metropolitan Area sewerage systems
map, December 1930.)
Another important use of waterways has been for
shipping.

The harbor at Plymouth provides a safe haven

for vessels.

Nowadays the Plymouth Cordage Company does

most of the shilling, having its own fleet of steamers
to bring fibres from Yucatan.

The hooked arm of Cape Cod

for a long time forced ships to navigate a treacherous
journey m the outside waters going and coming from more
southern ports.

As early as Pilgrim days prospects of a

canal to sever the eight mile stretch between Cape Cod
Bay and

Buzzards Bay had been considered.

It was not

until July 1914, however, that the initial project was
completed by a private concern, the Boston, Cape Cod and
Mew York Canal Company.

The general legislature of the

Commonwealth did not accept the canal until April 1916
after a channel twenty-five feet deep and one hundred feet
wide at the bottom had been dredged.

$13,000,000 were

expended by the company at the time.

As of July 1918

the federal government took the canal over as a wartime
measure and later, 1928, purchased it for $11,300,000
and declared it toll free.

Navigation of the canal m

the past has been complicated by the acxion of tides and
Currents.

Currents have caused erosion of the banks and
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formation of shoal areas.

Many accidents occured from

the grounding of vessels.

The government has taken steps

to enlarge the channel, replace all the bridges, making
them higher.

The railroad bridge now has a vertical

lift span.
Locks m the canal were not considered practical be¬
cause of ice jams and the cost of excavation.

Large sums

of money were necessary to remove glacial boulders m con¬
structing bridge foundations.

Near the Cape Cod Bay end

a mooring basin has been established.
station is also xhere.

The coast guard

The channel from Buzzards Bay to

Onset Bay provides a haven for small craft.

During World

War II the Cape Cod canal played a strategic role m
shipping; it was closed to all but war purposes and was
under strict fortification and patrol.
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FIG-. 39*
Sagamore Bridge over the
Gape Cod Ganal.
looking eastward.

CHAPTER IV.
SOIL AND LAND USE

SOIL AND LAND USE
Introduction s
The role of soil m the lives of men is all too
often neglected by the average person.

Complete soil

study is a science m itself, that of agronomy, which
often becomes far too technical and demands certain back¬
ground knowledge on the part of the investigator,

How-

ever, simple soil relationships which are fundamental
to plant and animal life can be stated m an effective
<

/

way.
Soil, made up of mineral and organic matter (humus
is the organic portion consisting of partially decayed
plant and animal remains^ supplxes nutrients or raw
materials and water to vegetation for food manufacture.
Vegetation m turn is fed upon by animals, not the least
important among them being man.

If the soil xs poor to

start with, or becomes depleted, through careless use,
or natural processes of erosion, of its valuable ingredient
such as calcium, phospherous, potassium, iron, and nitrogen
to mention a few, it will not support certain types of
plants.
farming.

Soil suitable for farming should be devoted to
Soil which will support tree growth but is not

particularity adaptable to field crops should be devoted
to forestry, where sufficient rainfall is available.
Naturally a desert will not support evergreen or deciduous
forests valuable for fuel or lumber.
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Beaumont (1941, p. 3) divides the characteristics
of natural land into two parts; those which are fixed
or of permanent nature, and those which are changeable
due to accavities of man or of natural forces under manfs
control.

Under characteristics of the first part, per¬

manent types, he includes slope of the land, elevation,
texture (or manner of structure; of the soil, depth of
ohe soil, nature of the subsoil, and susceptibility to
i

erosion.

Impermanent characteristics would cover the

soil reaction (concerning the lime content), nutrient
level

01

state of fertility, and the nature and condition

of the organic material within the soil.

Drainage and

stoniness belong to either group of cnaracteristics,
depending upon economic circumstances.

For example, in

a given situauion, it might be too costly to remove large
glacial boulders to render a land area fit for farming.
What follows will contain accounts of the soil types
found in Plymouth and comments as to their best use
(from McLendon and Jones, 1912), a soil map of the town,
and a land use map of tne cown.

A topographic map showing

luu foot contour intervals is included here also.

These

three maps make interesting comparisons, from the stand¬
point of what natural conditions of land surfact exist,
the use to which they are put, and the use to which they
might best be put.

Generalized description of the soil:
The overall type of soils to which the Plymouth
series belongs is the Brown Podzolic soil (Soils and Men,
1^3o, p. Iu2y; which is found only m the northeastern
states.

This is an imperfectly developed podsol occur-

mg in timbered areas.

An organic mat covers the surface

over a very thin gray leached horizon, usually under one
inch of thickness.

Brown Podsol forms m a temperate to

cool climate, m deciduous, or mixed deciduous and ever¬
green forests.
heavier.

The texture is that of sandy loam or

The land may be found cleared, m pastures, hay,

or general farm crops.

Such soil is moderately to strongly

acid, highly leached, and requires lime and other fertilizers
10

produce crops of any quantity.
Soils of Plymouth County, accordxng to a survey made

m 1912 by McLendon and Jones, are divided into two mam
groups, those of the lowlands and those of the uplands.
Lowland types include stream bottoms, tidal marshes, pondiike depressions and edges of some ponds; these areas are
much less extensive than those of the uplands.

The uplands

have four subdivisions plus miscellaneous coastal beach
and rough stony land.

Two of these, the Plymouth and

Carver series, occupy the major portions of Plymouth town¬
ship.

Out on Saquish Meek and Head and on Clark1s Island

the Gloucester sandy loam of the Gloucester series is found.
This is one of the two most extensive types of the series
and is the most important for agriculture.

(This is not

shown on the map, PIG. 45.)

Of the sixteen types described

for the County, ten are represented m Plymouth.
formation of the soils:
Disintegration and decay of the rocks m the region
took place for a long time previous to tne glaciers.
A mantle of soil was produced and enough erosion occured
for a rolling topography to develop.

.The glaciers plowed

the residual soils and mixed them to different degrees
with materials brought from the north.

Thus areas of

mantle have resulted which vary xn thickness.

In the .

north of the County bedrock is exposed m some places.
Some material from one rock formation was pushed onto
that of the next.

Most material came from underlying rock

not too far away.

The parent rock materials of the soils

may be summed up as those now m the form of ground moraine,
terminal moraines, kames, terraces, and outwash plains.
Soil damaged by fire:
Repeated subjection to burning will destroy the litter
and humus layers which cover mineral soil.

It is within

these two layers that the important constituents for plant
growth are found.

Once these layers are gone years are re¬

quired to build up another organic mat capable of supporting
vegetation, which m turn supports various forms of animal
life.

This accumulation of a mat is a natural process which

cannot be speeded up by man once he may have caused its
destruction.
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Soil profiles:

PIG, 40.
Generalized soil profile for a
Brown Podsol representing three feet vertical
distance.
In a soil profile three general zones or horizons
are recognized, A, B, and C.

Prom the upper A horizon

water removes materials by percolation and leaching to
the B layer of accumulation,

underlying parent material

in C is unaffected by weathering.

Further breakdown of

A is made into A0, with the litter, L, composed of bark,
twigs, and dead plants and animals; P, the fermentation
portion; and the H, humus, unrecognizable organic matter,
dark brown or black m color; Aj_ and A2*
Soils of the Plymouth and Carver series:

The Plymouth series of soils occur m rough areas
of moraine.

They consist of only a thin layer of glacial

till with stratified sands below, which are supposed to
be of preglacial origin.
Plymouth belt of moraine.

Such soils are located m the

bb

Carver series of soils resulted from stratified
drift which makes up the kames, outwash plains, valley
filled areas and some of the moraine areas.
may be level or undulating.

The topography

Location is in the Carver

plains.
Standard classification of particies of soil is, as
declared by the u. S. Department of Agriculture, according
to size:
Diameter, millimeters

Name
Pine gravel

2.0u - l.uu

Coarse sand

1.00 - u.50

Medium sand

0.50 - u.25

Pine sand

u.25 - u.lO

Very fine sand

u.JLo - u.u5

Silt

u.05 - 0.002

Clay

0 • 002

In describing the texture of a soil the above names are
used m combinations.

If a soil contains many different

suzes of particles without one predominating, it is called
loam.

Legend to the symbols used m soil profiles shown

for five types of soils,of Plymouth follows:
LI
SI
Lsl
Grsl
S
Gr
Csl
Lcs
Cs
Pgr

i

Light loam
Sandy loam
Light sandy loam
Gravelly sandy loam
Sand
Gravel
Coarse sandy loam
Loamy coarse sand
Coarse sand
Pine gravel

Gloucester sandy loam - Gs
Profile
Very little of this soil type is found m
si
Plymouth.
Original timber on thj_s soil was
5|

predominantly white pine, hickory (Carya Mutl.)

L s|

and maple.

Second growth after cutting was

mainly oak and birch.

The most extensive crop on this

soil is grass for hay and uhe land is also used for
pasture.
Rough stony land - R

This soil is of no value for crops but is good for
timber and possibly pasturage,

m Plymouth one area is

found on the coast at lanomet.

Rock fragments on the sun

face are granites.

The top o-lu inches of the soil is

brown loam, similar in texture to Gloucester loam and
Gloucester sandy loam.

In other areas of the county it

supports oak, hickory, chestnut jCastanea (Tourn.)Hill),
cedar, and other trees.

Its best use is for woodlots

and forests.
Carver gravelly sandy loam - Cl
Profile
The top u-lu inches is brown if m cultivation,
or z-4 inches brown and.the rest grey, if in
timber.

Gravels are usually under 3 inches in

diameter.

Many' cobbles are present on the sur#

face.

The subsoil is typically a yellowish-brown, lk:-16

inches in depth.

Below this for several feet is coarse

sand and gravel, xnterstratified.

This soil type is very

droughty because of the sand and gravel j.t contains.

Its
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greatest extent is within eight miles of the coast at
Plymouth and to the west and south.

Original growth

was mostly white pine and some mixed hardwoods.
areas clumps of white pine are still found.

Scrubby oak

and pitch pine constitute the main cover now.
areas need to be forested with white pine.

The rough

Areas which

were farmed once were long ago abandoned.
foresting such vicinities.

In some

Cedar is re¬

With proper use and care this

soil type can well support crops of corn, hay, potatoes,
grapes, and berries.
Carver coarse sandy loam - Cc
Profile
Cc
6-10 inches of this soil are grey or brown,
77771

4o/s

varying from coarse light sandy loam to coarse
Lcs

Cs.-r

loamy sand.

The pebbles of fine gravel content

are one half to one inch m diameter.

cultivation the soxl is brownish to.the surface.

Under
When

timbered, it is grey for 2-4 inches down, and then brown.
Below the soil, 16-24 inches, is found light-brown or
orange-colored coarse.sandy loam or loamy coarse sand
which is less coherent.

Beep down there is a brownish

grey sand or mixture of coarse sand and gravel.
is the most extensive m the Carver series.

This soil

It occurs m

many places south and southwest of Plymouth and west of
Long Pond.

This is a well-drained soil.

Bepressions in

this soil with bottoms below the water table collect water,
some being filled with muck and others containing ponds.
The stratified sand and gravel came from granite and gneiss.
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The ridges are the sandiest and stoniest; undulating places
are loamy.

Tires have prevented the accumulation of much

leaf mold which forms humus.

Humus is deficient m the

soil color, which is lxgnt grey and ashy in spots.

Oaks,

which have been killed to the ground by fire, produce
stump sprouts.

White pine was very abundant long ago.

How clumps of white pine and mixed white pine and oak re¬
main.

in Duxbury cultivation of the Carver coarse sandy

loam soil for crops

SuCli

as corn and rye is practiced;

this soil.is not well adapted for grass though, as it is
too droughty,

it makes ver,y poor pasture.

Potatoes, apples,

pears, grapes, and a variety of vegetables can be raised
in it.

Torestry is best on the roughest areas.

Mechanical analysis of Carver coarse sandy loam
Coarse Medium Tine Very
Tine
Sand
Sand Tine Silt Clay
Humber Description Gravel Sand
Sand
%

i

cf

%

d
p

%

of
/o

130223

Soil

10.7

24.3

13-4

16.7

9.5 17.6

5.5

130224

Subsoil

12.1

26.1

11.7

17.4

9.6 16.0

4.6

(McLendon and Jones, 1912, p. 32.)
Carver sandy loam - £s
5-9 inches is brown, medium textured sandy loam
with lighter brown sandy loam below it.

This be¬

comes less coherent as the depth increases. 12-16
inches down it is yellowish-grey or greyish yellow
coarse sand or sandy loam.

This may be uniform down to

three feet or alternate lasers of thin gravel.

The average

diameter of the gravel is some places is one inch.

When
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this soil is forested, 2-4 inches of the soil will be grey
or dark grey; if under Cultivation, it is brown, mixed with
the subsoil.

Not a great deal of this soil type is found

±n tne sand,) areas of Plymouth, but rather it is to be
located more between Plymouth and Wareham.

This well-drained

soil is not.leached or droughty m excess,

its topography

is fairly level,

it occupies mostly upland plains.

material was stratified drift, mostly granite.

Parent

White pine

once dominated the vegetation' but has been cut for lumber.
Now oak and other hardwoods or a mixture of those plus a
few white £>t£Les ma«y be found.

The best use of the soil is

for truck crops, potatoes, berries, and so forth, when it
is not located too far from the railroad.

It is used

mainly for crops such as hay and corn.
Plymouth stony sandy loam - PI
Profile
F\
6-10 inches of the topsoil is medium textured
sandy loam; 2-4 inches is grey, with brown below.
The subsoil is light brown above, medium to coarse
texture;

sandy loam, browhish or yellowish grey

coarse sandy loam or coarse sand and fine gravel reach to
aoout 18 inches deep.

Granite is found in angular and

rounded pieces and large masses, on and below the surface.
The topography is morainic, rough, well-drained except at
tne lower levels and m depressions seepage may occur.
This soil type resulted from stratified or unstratified
morainic materials.

The original vegetation was white pine

and oak plus other scattered hardwoods, including chestnut.
Present growth is scrubby oak bushes or a mixture of these
oaks and pxtch pine.

Such is land is valued for growth

of wood for fuel but not too good for lumbering materials.
The trees are not tall, straight, and free of knots.
Mechanical analysis of Plymouth stony sandy loam
Very
Pine
Coarse Medium Pine Pine Silt Clay
'Number Bescription Gravel Sand
Sand
Sand Sand
el
P

130231 Soil
130232 Subsoil

%

%

%

%

€
P

of

/o

5.7

16.6

10.3

22.1 16.0 22.5

6.3

13.3

20.3

12.0

26.4 11.0

0.9

9.9

(McLendon and Jones, 1912, p. 35.)
Muck - Me
The local name for such soil is '‘bog land11.

Organic

remains accumulate and stay m an advanced stage of de¬
composition with mineral matter nuxed m to varying degrees.
When these deposits measure over 9 inches m depth, they
are mapped as muck.

Otherwise it is meadow.

The surface consists of vegetable mold of soft, smooth
texture with aand and finer mineral matter.
dark brown to black.
m some spots.
mucky sand.

The color is

A fibrous peat texture is encountered

Marginal areas and shallow parts have black

Below the surface soil is grey, medium to

coarse compact sand or drab sandy loam.
The formation results from growth and decay of mosses,
grasses, and sedges in water, where air m lacing for
complete decomposition to occur.

Bust particles blown by

the wind and water sediments add the mineral material.
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Transformation is from peat to muck*

Prom the shore

alder jAlnus (Toum. jHill), and Ilex verticillata (L.) Gray),
birch, tamarack (Lanx lancmia (DuRoi) Koch.), cedar (Thu^a
occidentalis L.) and such woody plants will encroach onto
deeper areas of muck.

Peat may also be found m and around

the trees and shrubs.

In uncleared areas thick forests

may be located.

Along streams and in isolated depressions

birch, maple, and swamp oak (Quercus bicolor Willd.) have
been seen.

The undergrowth m such spots is of coarse

grasses end shrubs,

northern white cedar (T. occidentalis L.)

or a mixture of cedar and birch and maple occurs m other
places.
The most extensive use of muck soil is for cranberry
cultivation.

The muck is good, if easily flooded and sand

is accessible for surfacing the cranberry bog.

The industry

is confined to sandy areas south to Wareham and east to
Barnstable County line (m Plymouth County).

Muck soil

may be adapted to other crops Such as celery, lettu.ce,
onions, tame grasses (if drained).

This would be m areas

not well suited for cranberries due to insufficient water
supply for flooding purposes.
Meadow - M
i

Meadow areas are not very extensive in Plymouth.
These places are subject to frequent qater-logging. o-9
inches of the soil are dark grey to black fine loam varying
to sandy loam; below this sandy loam, grey to drab.

In
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the uplands on stream margins the soil is mucky sandy
loam or sand.

The subsoil is grey coarse sand and gravel.
t

Vegetation such as birch, swamp maple (Acer rubrum L.),
aider, and other water tolerant trees, shrubs, and coarse
grasses wall grow m meadow soil.

Some areas nave been

cleared for pasture; if drained properly, it will produce
hay.

ihe soil usually can be drained and used for com,

grass, celery, lettuce, and onions.

The cost should not

be to high for drainage.
Tidal marsh - T
Along the coast and fringing the tidal streams are
found treeless plains of low levels.

These have lk:-36

inches of dark grey to black mucky material and many
partly decomposed roots of plants;

or there is sand,

usually fairly cpmpact on the surface.

The subsoil,

usually dark-grey to drab sand, is of medium to fine texture,
it may contain lenses of clay.

*?hen it is first exposed

to the air, an odor of hydrogen sulfide is noticeable.
Tidal marshes are more extensive m Duxbury to the north
than m Plymouth.
The vegexation consists of salt-tolerant species,
mostly coarse grasses and rushes.

The very salty areas

support salt grass (Spartina glabra Muhl.).

Muck usually

does not go beyond timbered areas whereas tidal marsh does.
Crops of marsh hay, coarse, are good for cattle bedding.
The land can be reclaimed.
given time.

Ram would wash out the salt,
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Coastal beach - Cb
Coastal beaches are of recent formation, made up
of gravelly and sandy soil on the ocean front.
localities have gravel masses.

Some

Particularly along the

tide-swept parts of the beaches are found grey and
brownish sands formed into dunes.
constantly by the winds.

The dunes are shifted

Saquish Heck, Long Beach (Plymouth

Beach), and Duxbury Beach are the most extensive beach
areas m the County.

Such land is of no agricultural

value, rather good for recreational use, and for summer
residences.

Land utilization:
The land utilization statistics of PIG-. 46, the
Sectored circle graph, should be consulted with reference
to the map, PIG. 4o.

Of the ob,u42 acres of land m

Plymouth town, 75*9% ismon-farm land, 24.7% farmland.
The farm land includes 17*3% in woodlots; therefore the
total woodland for the tom may be stated at 62.0%.

On

the map woodland is represented by portions which are
dominantly hardwood, dominantly coniferous,
wood and coniferous.

or mixed hard¬

Open areas lack more than 20% of cover;

thin parts have 20-30% cover; while 50% or more cover is
dense.

Other breakdowns of the non-farm land are: swampland

and waste - 2.0%, water - 5*3%, and settled -> 3*6%.

The

#

farm lands have 4.2% improved, and other types constituting 2.6%.*

i
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PIG. 41.
Sand bank near cranberry bog,
vicinity of Bloody rond.
See glacial
boulders.
Vegetation has gained a foot¬
hold in a few spots,
look for small
erosion gullies.

PIG. 42.
Cut in bank by above sand
area.
Illustrates soil profile of
Carver coarse sandy loam.

PIG-. 43*
Path from unit kitchen
to shore of Round Pond shows
soil erosion.

.Vj

PIG-. 44.
Soil washes away down the
path from the office building at Camp
Pour Winds.
Note how roots catch debris.
Once lifter is removed from the soil
cover erosion will proceed.
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PIG-. 45*

Soil Map of Plymouth.

Legend
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PIG. 4b.

Land utilization map of Plymouth.

Legend
Cropland
Orchards
Layfieids
Other Cultivated crops
pasture
Plowable pasture
Stony pasture
forests
Merchantable timber
potentially merchantable timber
Brushland
Other areas
Sandy wasteland
water areas
Settled areas
ii - dommarrcly hardwood
C - dominantly coniferous
M

- mixed hardwood and coniferous
0 - open (not more than 20jo of cover)
T - thin {from 20;b to 5G% of cover)

D - dense (50% or over)
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G-ood
Suitable for
Medium
Agriculture
Poor
Settled areas
Water areas
PIG. 49* Plymouth town.soil - land use
Sectored circle graph.
Source: Rozman, 1941, p. 11, tb. 3.
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PIG-. 50.

Plymouth land utilization statistics.

1935
lumber of farms

174
(Acres)

Total land area

1940
172
(Acres)
62 ,441

1945
184
(Acres)

13,675

15,696

13,469

Improved land

2,747

1,991

Cropland harvested

2,182

1,057

119

' 156

2,301

1,193

Plowable pasture

44o

796

Woodland pasture

287

394

Other pasture

31

128

Total pasture

764

All land in farms

Cropland idle, fallow
or failure
All cropland

11,142;

Total woodland

11,429

9,193

1,689

2,305

Source:

369

8,776

Woodland not used for
pasture

Ail other land m farms

—

Rozman and Sherburne, no date.
U. S. Census

2,157
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The graph in PIG. 49 indicates the amount of good
soil suitable for agriculture as 3*1%, that which is
of medium suitability as 30.9%, and poor as 56.7%*
Settled areas are 3*0% and water areas are 5*5%*
further statistics on land utilization, mostly with
regard to agriculture, are available m PIG. 50.for the
years 1935, 194u, and 1945 from the If. S. Census.

Agriculture:
farming was not a chief interest of the settlers and
was only performed part time.

The soil of Plymouth is

better adapted to other occupations m general.

The grow¬

ing season is brief; there is little summer heat.

Crops

have been cultivated mostly for home consumption.

The

Indian corn became a crop of the white man as did other
of the Indian plants.

In the lauter half of the 17th

century English grasses had commenced to improve the meadows
and pastures.
climate.
well.

These became rapidly naturalized m the cool

White clover (Trifolmm repens L.) adapted itself

On into the 16th century hay crops were good.

The chief constituent of the hay is called herd’s grass'1
or "Timothy grass" (fhleum pratense L.).

As the hay crop

improved, livestock became more important on the farms.
Grasses, rather than grains, are suited to the climate
at Plymouth.
The area of Plymouth and the Cape are mdluded in
a section which produces mostly small fruits, dairy, and
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poultry (chart 51-5, Massachusetts State Planning Board
Report, ly3°).

The two principal crops,

cranberries and

blueberries,are most important m Plymouth
The Indians introduced the Pilgrims to the use of
wild cranberries (Yaccmium macro carp on Ait.).
ists made sauce of these wild fruits.

The colon¬

Experimental grow¬

ing of the cranberries commenced on the Gape at Dennis
(the year 1615 is given ±n a special holiday edition of
Gape God Quarterly edited by James McCue, no publication
date or page numbers, article entitled "The Story of
Cranberries”).

Actual cultivation is recorded at Harwich

m 1646-7 (Brigham, 1920, p. 152).

Tne state of Massachusetts

leads m cranberry production, with Wisconsin a close
competitor.

Plymouth County grows more than the County

of Barnstable.

The leading townships of the county are

Plymouth, Carver, and Wareham.

The cranberry plant is

a trailing vine particularly adapted to growth m acid
bog or swamplands.

Localities are especially favorable

where sand is plentiful for surfacing of the bogs.

The

sand is an important medium for growth; it prevents excessive
nocturnal radiation of heat from the bogs thereby lessening
frost Mill.

Dr. H. J. franklin, Director of the State

Experiment Station in East Wareham, has an excellent
bulletin,

“Cranberry Growing m Massachusetts”, which gives

full details on this culture.

A helpful bulletin,

“The

Cranberry Grower’s Interest m Birds" by J. B. May, discusses
the birds which have been observed to be most helpful in
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keeping down the insect pest populations around cranberry
bogs, birds which should attracted for this purpose,
and types of houses to construct for these burds.

Just

to mention a few of the birds there are the bluebirds,
tree swallows (Indoprocne bicolor (Yxeiilot)), robins,
red-winged blackbirds (Agelaius phoeniceus phoenuceus
and phoebes (Sayornis phoebe (Latham)).

(L.)),

The bogs make

excellent sites for bird watching.
Two species of blueberries are cultivated m the
rs.

Plymouth and Gape Cod area; these are the highbush blueberry
(Yaccimum australe
Ait.).

) and lowbush blueberry (Y. angustifolium

Lowbush blueberries 6-lb inches m height, will

naturally invade burnt over upland areas, forming large
colonies.

They will be replaced by other shrubs and trees

if controlled burning is not resorted to m order to keep
the crop producing.
destroy the humus.

Controlled burning, however, will
The highbush blueberry inhabits moist

areas in swamps, woods, and open fields of higher elevations;
it will not tolerate dry conditions.
a height of 10-15 feet.
acidic.

These bushes may reach

Soil for blueberries needs to be

The best is an open, porous soil, having a sand-peat

mixture; the water taole should be 14—30 inches down.
U. S. I). A. farmers* bulletin,

The

“Blueberry Crowing", provides

many interesting details for the reader.
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FIG-* 51.
Cranberry bog
near Bloody Pond. Sand
pile xn foreground.

FIG. 5^.
Cultivated blueberry parch,
east of intersection of Indian Brook
Road and Old Sandwich Road, property
of Mr. Ernest Bassett.

CHAPTER V.
CLIMATE

v

CLIMATE
As climate plays an all important role m the earth
history and life history of any portion of the world,
a few brief statements concerning the climate of the
Plymouth region are included.

Humid microthermal climatic

conditions prevail.

That is to say, a moist, temperate

environment exists.

Because of its east coast location,

latitude 41.55H - 7u.41W (location of Plymouth Cordage
Company, recorders;, Plymouth is under the influence of
a land-controlled but modified continental climate
(Trewartha, .1943, p. 443;.
(The following is adapted for the most part from the
description of Hew England climate from "Climate and Man".)
Over the region air masses from the sub-polar region of
tne northwest, which are cold and dry, run into conflict
with the warmer, moist air masses which flow northward
from the tropical gulf.

The warmer masses have a tendency

to skirt these cold masses from the north.

Thus the warm

masses, low pressure cyclonic areas, move over Hew England.
Usually two soorms occur during a week

7/1 th

rain or snow.

Two to three days of fair weather prevail m between the
storms.

In the summer the fair days come with warm west

to southwest winds; in the winter they arrive with the
cold northwest winds.
There are certain topographic influences of climate
on the southeast shore of Massachusetts.

This coastal

position presents lowlands and a hill belt.

Duration of

Ill

snow cover is less than that of mountainous areas, averaging
30-60 days (Trewartha, 1943, p. 466, fig. 179).

Easterly

winds of spring and early summer are not as strong or
lasting as winter northeasterlies.

In summer these easter¬

lies are refreshing and cooling but only have an influence
a few miles inland from the coast.

On the shore portion

land and sea breezes result from an unbalanced thermal
gradient; convection currents are produced by differences
in temperature over the land and water surfaces.

PIG-. 53.

Land and sea breezes

Winters are milder and summers cooler.
of

25

Over a period

years the annual average temperature was 47.b°F.,

February being the coldest month and July the warmest month.
The growing season on the coastal border of Massachusetts,
Connecticut, and Rhode Island may average as much as 175 to
2uQ days; at Plymouth it has been noted as 176 days.

The

bogs and lowlands have excessive nocturnal radiation.
Therefore, the first and last frosts occur earlier and
later, respectively,cnan would be expected from geographical
location.

The average date for the last killing frost in
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spring is April 2bth; for the first killing frost m the
fall it is October lyth at Plymouth.
of frost may be anticipated each year.

140-16u days free
The station for

observing frost data is located one eighth mile inland
from the southwest shore of Gape Cod Bay in the gently
rolling terrain to avoid the moderating influence of the
ocean upon the temperature.

The record indicates that

frost have occu.red inland when none were noted at the
stanon, however.
PIG. 54.

Prom a 42 year frost record:

Last frost in spring

Pirst frost m autumn

Earliest known
m any season

Latest known
m any season

Earliest known
m any season

Latest known
in any season

Mar. 19, ly02

May 16, 1917

Sept. 7, 1694

Nov. 26, 19u2

Source: Climatic Summary of the u#S., Sect. 66, 1934,p.39.
The precipitation ranges from 40 to 50 inches annually;
the average is recorded as 45.92 inches over a period of
44 years.

The months of March and July had the most, and

May, June, and September the least amount of precipitation.
It has been observed throughout New England that precipitation
averages one day out of three (more often in higher altitudes).
Expected snowfall for southern New England can be 26-40 inches.
Pall hurricanes from the tropics travelling over water (untemper¬
ed by friction due to land surfaces; may be very severe when
they hit the southern coastal areas.
have occured off shore.

Occasional waterspouts

Cloudy weather prevails 120-160 days

of the year (Trewartha, 1943,p.435,fig.169); sunshine in
the southeast area averages for 50 to 56 days.

CHART II*

Annuel distribution of precipitation and temperature at Plymouth, Massachusetts
Source: "Climatic Summary of the United States, Section 8#, 1934.
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Climatic statistics recorded at Plymouth, Massachusetts, over varying periods of years
Source: MClimatic Summary of the United States, Section 80’, 1934.
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CHAPTER VI.
EXPEDITIOUS

.

'
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"It is encouraging to nature
educators to listen to campers re¬
living, m reminiscence, trips they
have been on together m former years.
The accounts inadvertently reveal an
understanding of the basic principles
of nature; they are still amazingly
clear m detail; and, above all, they
reflect an atmosphere of satisfaction
in outdoor experiences that is the
essence of successful nature education."
(Yinal, ly40b, p. lu2-3;

EXPEDITIONS
Introductions
The adage of “Let's put the

1 outing* into Scouting”

is a must in the repertoire of ail Scout leaders and workers•
Youth is adventuresome.

What about mining the resources

of the camp community and neighboring territory to enrich
the camping program?
before?

Has stock been taken of these resources

How many ways are open to integrate resource use

into the camping activities?
finite in number.

Actually, the ways are in¬

However, this section is concerned with

the expedition phase of program, the relationship of some
of the various resources to the participants, and the
initiation of further projects growing Out of such experiences.
All previous material has been drawn together m an
effort to supply a background for the trip leader.

This

should be supplemented wherever possible by books from the
camp libraries, public librarj.es, and other sources.

People

of the surrounding region who have interesting hobbies,
types of work,

or previous experiences relative to the out-

of-doors and resource use ‘may have fine contributions to
add to the program.

Such individuals should be consulted

before taking a crip, m viced to accompany the group,

or

called upon following an expedition, according to the wishes
of the group and availability.
As the age level of the girls attending Oamp Pour
Winds and Camp Helen Storrow ranges from seven to fourteen
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years, the leaders should attempt to gear the type of
expedition to uhe interests expressed by their girls to
a certain extent, but not forgetting that the element of
something entirely new can be a stimulus for undertaking
any trip.

The activities along the way are as important

as any at the goal#

This requires an understanding of

integrated experiences.
It is advisable that expedition leaders take a reconnoissance trip previous to the group’s going.

The

leader is then on familiar ground and knows some of the
problems to be met, and so forth.
Travel or exploration brings to mind maps and com¬
passes, two very important tools of the outdoor leader,
few people have a keen interest or knowledge of map read¬
ing or making, and use of the compass.

The ability to

travel m Doth familiar and unfamiliar territory through
use of map and compass is an accomplishment for anyone.
This '‘orienteering", a name from Scandinavia applied to
this sport of map and compass work afield, can be worked
into many of the expeditions from camp.
outs on camp property are advisable.

Preliminary work¬

The best maps with

which to work are the united Stated Beological Survey
topographic quadrangles.

On the reverse side of these

maps instructions and symbols are given to aid the reader,
for each trip outlined the names of quadrangles of the
territory to be covered are given and many questions
presented based upon these maps.

Tnerefore, it is important

that each camp nave a supply of these maps available:for
the leaders.

The Sagamore quadrangle is included m this

paper (PIG-. 56) as an example and also because it covers
most of the terrain for suggested trips.
Other items of general group equipment such as
notebook and pencil are mentioned because the keeping of
a "Iogu or diary of a trip ofoen proves to be very worth¬
while.

Individuals may wish to make their own, or mem¬

bers of the group can take turns with a group record.

A

log from one expedition may serve to stimulate interest
in another group trip.

Photography on trips is also fun.

Instruction sheets for the leaders are helpful.
These can be made up in varied forms.

An outline form

with sketches and questions is very helpful.

The expeditions

outlined in this chapter shouid be put into more attractive
form on mimeographed sheets for the expedition leaders.
The sample expeditions outlined have as their objectives
the following destinations:

a town or state forest, a

source of clay for crafts, apfresh water bog, a salt water
marsh on the coast, the seashore, a state experiment
station, a ship canal, and the Plymouth town center.
These examples are indicative of tne potentialities of
the region.

Places such as the fish wharves m the town;

boat building yard; lumber yard; saw mill; and the William
P. Clapp laboratories at Duxbury for researcn on the molluscan
§

family Teredinidae, the marine borers, are other points.
If the group wishes to visit a state fish hatchery or game
farm, go to Sandwich.
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THE TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS OF THE UNITED STATES
The United States Geological Survey is making a series of
standard topographic maps to cover the United States. This
work has been in progress since 1882, and the published maps
cover more than 47 percent of the country, exclusive of outlying
possessions.
The maps are published on sheets that measure about l(ij by
20 inches. Under the general plan adopted the country is
divided into quadrangles bounded by parallels of latitude and
meridians of longitude.
These quadrangles are mapped on
different scales, the scale selected for each map being that which
is best adapted to general use in the development of the country,
aird eonseqhently, though the standard maps are of nearly uni¬
form size, the areas that they represent are of different sizes.
On the lower margin of each map are printed graphic scales
showing distances in feet, meters, miles, and kilometers. In
addition, the scale of the map is shown by a fraction expressing
a fixed ratio between linear measurements on the map and cor¬
responding distances on the ground.' For example, the scale
means that 1 unit on the map (such as 1 inch, 1 foot, or 1
meter) represents 62,500 of the same units on the earth’s surface.
Although some areas are surveyed and some maps are com¬
piled and published on special scales for special purposes, the
standard topographic surveys and the resulting maps have for
many years been of three types, differentiated as follows:
1. Surveys of areas in which there are problems of great
public importance—relating, for example, to mineral develop¬
ment, irrigation, or reclamation of swamp areas—-are made with
sufficient detail to be used in the publication of maps on a.
scale of ^ (1 iuch = ohe-half mile) or
(1 inch = 2,000 feet),
with a contour interval of 1 to 100 feet, according to the relief
of the particular area mapped.
2. Surveys of areas in which there are problems of average
public importance, such as most of the basin of the Mississippi
and its tributaries, are made with sufficient detail to be used in
the publication of maps on a scale of
(1 inelr= nearly 1
mile), with a contour interval of 10 to 100 feet.
o. Surveys of areas in which the problems are of minor
public importance, such as much of the mountain or desert
region of Arizona or New Mexico, and the high mountain area
of the northwest, are made with sufficient detail to be used in
the publication of maps on a scale of
(1 inch=nearly 2
miles) or
(1 inch = nearly 4 miles), with a contour interval
of 20 to 250 feet.
The aerial camera is now being used in mapping. From the
information recorded on the photographs, planimetrie maps,
which show only drainage and culture, have been made for some
areas in the United States. By the use of stereoscopic plotting
apparatus, aerial photographs are utilized also in the making of
the regular topographic maps, which show reliet as well as"
drainage and culture.
A topographic survey of Alaska has been in progress since,
1898, and nearly 44 percent of its area has now been mapped.
About 15 percent of the Territory has been covered by maps
on a scale of
(1 inch = nearly 8 miles). For most of the
remainder of the area surveyed the maps published are on a
scale of
(1 inch = nearly 4 miles). For some areas of par¬
ticular economic importance, covering about 4,300 square miles,
the maps published are on a scale of ^ (1 iueh=nearly 1 mile)
or larger. In addition to the area covered by topographic maps,
about 11,300 square miles of southeastern Alaska has been
covered by planimetrie maps on scales of ~ and
.
The Hawaiian Islands have been surveyed, and the resulting
maps are published on a scale of e.j^.

ing spurs separated by ravines. The spurs are truncated at
their lower ends by a sea cliff. The hill at the left terminates
abruptly at the valley in a steep scarp, from which it slopes
gradually away and forms an inclined tableland that is trav¬
ersed by a few shaUow gulHes. On the map each of these
features is represented, directly beneath its position in the
sketch, by contour lines.
The contour interval, or the vertical distance in feet between
one contour and the next, is stated at the bottom of each map.
This interval differs according to the topography of the area
mapped: in a flat country it may be as small as 1 foot; in a
mountainous region it may be as great as 250 feet. In order
that the contours may be read more easily certain contour lines,
every fourth or fifth, are made heavier than»the others and are
accompanied by figures showing altitude. The heights of manv
points—such as road intersections, summits, surfaces of lakes,
and benchmarks—are also given on the map in figures, which
show altitudes to the nearest foot only. More precise figures
for the altitudes of benchmarks are given in the Geological Sur¬
vey’s bulletins on spirit leveUng. The geodetic coordinates of
triangulation and transit-traverse stations are also published in
bulletins.
Lettering and the works of man are shown in black. Bound¬
aries, such as those of a State, county, city, land grant, town¬
ship, or reservation, are shown by continuous or broken Hnes of
different kinds and weights. Public roads suitable for motor
travel the greater part of the year are shown by solid double
Hnes; poor public roads and private roads by dashed double
Hnes; trails by dashed single Hnes. Additional public road
classification if available is shown by red overprint.
Each quadrangle is designated by the name of a city, town,
or prominent natural feature within it, and on the margins of
the map are printed the names of adjoining quadrangles of
which maps have been pubUshed. More than 4,100 quad¬
rangles in the United States have been surveyed, and maps of
them similar to the one on the other side of this sheet have
been published.

A survey of Puerto Rico is now in progress. The scale of
the published maps is
The features shown on topographic maps may be arranged in
three groups—(1) water, including seas, lakes, rivers, canals,
swamps, and other bodies of water; (2) relief, including
mountains, hills, valleys, and other features of the land surface;
(3) culture (works of man), such as towns, cities, roads, rail¬
roads, and boundaries. The symbols used to represent these
'features are shown and explained below. Variations appear on
some earlier maps, and additional features are represented on
some special maps.
All the water features are represented in blue, the smaller
streamy and canals by single blue lines and the larger streams
by double lines. The larger streams, lakes, and the sea are
accentuated by blue water lining or blue tint.
Intermittent
streams—those whose beds are dry for a large part of the year—
are shown by Hues of blue dots and dashes.
Relief is shown by contour lines in brown, which oh a few
maps are supplemented by shading showing the effect of light
thrown from the northwest across the area represented, for the
purpose of giving the appearance of reUef and thus aiding in
the interpretation of the contour Hnes. A contour Hne repre¬
sents an imaginary line on the ground (a contour) every part
of which is at the same altitude above sea level. Such a line
could be drawn at any altitude, but in practice only the con¬
tours at certain regular intervals of altitude are shown. The
datum or zero Of altitude of the Geological Survey maps is mean
sea level. The 20-foot contour would be the shore Hne if the
sea should rise 20 feet above mean sea level. Contour Hnes
show the shape of the hills, mountains, and valleys, as well as
their altitude. Successive contour Hnes that are far apart on
the map indicate a gentle slope, lines that are close together
indicate a steep slope, and Hnes that run together indicate a
cliff.
The manner in which contour Hnes express altitude, form,
and grade is shown in the figure below.

Geologic maps of some of the areas shown on the topographic
maps have been published in the form of folios. Each folio
includes maps showing the topography, geology, underground
structure, and mineral deposits of the area mapped, and several
pages of descriptive text.
The text explains the maps and
describes the topographic and geologic features of the country
and its mineral products. Two hundred twenty-five folios have
been published.
Index maps of each j^tate and of Alaska and Hawaii showing
the areas covered by topographic maps and geologic folios pub¬
lished by the United States Geological Survey may be obtained
free. Copies of the standard topographic maps may be obtained
for 10 cents each; some special maps are sold at different prices.
A discount of 40 percent is allowed on an order amounting to
$5 or more at the retail price. The discount is allowed on an
order for maps alone, either of one kind or in any assortment,
or for maps together with geologic folios. The geologic foUos
are sold for 25 cents or more each, the price depending on the
size of the folio. A circular describing the folios will be sent
on request.
AppHcations for maps or foHos should be accompanied by
cash, draft, or money order (not postage stamps) and should be
addressed to
THE DIRECTOR,
United States Geological Survey,
November 1937.
Washington, D. C.

The sketch represents a river valley that lies between two
hills. In the foreground is the sea, with a bay that is partly
enclosed by a hooked sand bar. On each side of the valley is
a terrace into which small streams have cut narrow gullies.
The hill on the right has a rounded summit and gently slopSTANDARD SYMBOLS

CULTURE
{printed in black)

Boundary

Bench mark

Cemeteries

mom I merit, flunptementnnr hrnrji
rnttrfe ihtnrn by cn?»* and
blaa/o titjunr-n nitbont

Church, School Coke ovens
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nwwrf nvnxt

j

Tanks and
oil reservoirs

Oil and
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Mine or
quarry

Prospect

Shaft

RELIEF

Contours
'»>>raour* shanitut
depth at' vratrr
printed- tn blue)

ilv
Wash

Lighthouse
tn* beacon

Coast Guard
station

{printed in blue)

Depression
contours

Levee

Sti-earns

Kails and
rapids

Intermittent.
streams Mid.
ditches

Can ala or
ditches

Aqueducts or
waterpipes

(j

Cliffs
Mine dumps
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Mine tunnel
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WATER
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Mine tunnel
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lake
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Spring Well

Aqueduct
tunnels

Lake or
pond

Un surveyed
stream and
abandoned canal
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EXPEDITION TO A TOWN OR STATE POREST
Preliminary arrangements:
Contact the tom tree warden as he is willing to
conduct a tour of the forest.

Or make a date with the
i

state forest superintendent.
Equipment:
Individual--box lunch probably; field glasses.
G-roup—maps, Sagamore and Ware ham quadrangles;
compass; notebook; pencil.
Destinations:

Plymouth has both town forest and state

forest lands.
Route and notatj.ons:
The Plymouth Tom Porest is located on Long Pond
Road, six to six and one-half mules from the camps.

It

is about the same distance to the Myles Standish State
Porest headquarters, using either Halfway Pond Road to
Lower College Pond Road, or Halfway Pond Road, Upper College
Pond Road, Pearing Pond Road, and Lower College Pond Road.
There are many questions which arise on such an expedi¬
tion.
it?

Some are:

What is a tom or state forest?

Who owns

What phase of government administers the forest?

How was it established?
trees and thexr uses?
Even aged stands?
that of vegetables?

How big is it?

What are the important

What is meant by management of forests?

How does a crop of timber compare to
Planting trees, tolerance, thinnings,

selection cuttings, seed trees—ask about these terms.
How is logging performed within the forest?

What is self-
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prunnmg?

What can be discovered about the forest soil?

And animal life?
What efforts are made to prevent forest fires?
to the top of the fire tower.
the tower?

Climb

How are fires located from

Once spotted, what is tne procedure for fight¬

ing the fire?

What is the reason for having fire lanes?

Why are regulations for tne use of the forest area necessary?
How many forms of recreation are enjoyed within the forests?
EXPEDITION TO OBTAIN CLAY'FOR CERAMICS
Equipment:
Individual--old shoes and clothes (may prefer an
old bathing suit;.
Group--#lu tin cans with wire handles for transporting
clay, shovels; sieves; compass; Sagamore quadrangle map;
insect repellent.
Destination:
Clay may still be du.g from an area north of Ship pond
Road within one to one and one-half miles of the camps.
Once upon a time some clay from this spot was used m
brick making.

The father of Ernest Bassett, a camp neighbor,

carted clay from this locality to build the old tennis
court for the former estate, now Camp Storrow.
Route and notations:
This trip provides an excellent opportunity for the
use of map, compass, and common sense.
directions as given.

Hollow compass

Mo stopping point is stated.

is for the group to determine.

That

Somewhere north of Ship

12}

Pond Road along a compass azimuth of 33 degrees from the
intersection of Wareham Road with the road m front of
the Bassetts1 home by tne camps, lies clay for the digging.
Things to ponder are:
causes the color?

What color is the clay?

How was it formed?

What

How long ago might

this area have been an open clay pit? How can this be
figured Out?

What has since taken place? What is character¬

istic of the soil in this area?
drain?

Where does rainwater

Why is this suspected from observing the land¬

scape or the topographic map?

Is this characteristic of

numerous places in the region?

Such as?

After gathering the clay, it needs to be strained
and washed to remove unwanted gravel and plant roots.
Then it is ready for use.
EXPEDITION TO A PRESH WATER BOG
Equipment:
Individual—slacks for protection from briers; field
glasses;
Group--Sagamore quadrangle map; compass; notebook;
pencil; insect repellent.
Destination:
Presh bog area lies m a depression east of the
constriction in Bloody Pond.
Route and notations:
The average distance of two miles will be covered
on tne way to the objective.
road and wood trails.

Ghoose the route over

Let the map, compass, and topography
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be the guides.

Perhaps it would be best to plan an approach

from the north.

Be sure to respect any private property.

What differences m soil are noticeable along the
road banks?

Take a look at uhe sand bank above the north¬

east cranberry bog near Bloody Pond.

For what purpose

is the sand used by the cranberry growers?
presence of the large boulders explained?

How is the
Where is evidence

of erosion, water runoff, and gullying noticeable on a
small scale?

Is there anyting to- check the runoff?

Discuss

some of the important phases of cranberry growing.
What is the Surface elevation of the water m Bloody
Pond?

What may be the explanation for the constriction

of the pond?

Try wading the channel.

of the pebbles on the beach?
and others sandy?

What is the source

Why are some shores pebbly

This is a kettle-hole lake.

Explain.

Pitch pines m the brushland are badly scarred by
fire.

How long ago did this occur and what are the indications?

There are remnants of old trees and young saplings of a
kind of tree,

11 sweet smelling1', the roots of which the

early settlers used to export to England m large quantity.
Look for this tree.

What advantages would the tangled

thicket area provide for wildlife?

Has the group disturbed

any animals while approaching the bog?.

If so, name a few.

Is it likely that there are inhabitants different from
#hose of a salt marsh?
one of the bogs?

Is anyone at home ±n the house m

What wall this locality look like after

many more years?

The theme of succession is evident.

Show this by means of sketches.

Suggest plants which may

be dominant sometime m the future (under what circumstances)
Try drawing a cross-section of The bog.

Suggest some

general or basic principles observed on this expediton
that are more meaningful than names of all the plants
and animals, or rocks and minerals encountered?
EXPEDITION TO A SALT KARSH ON THE COAST
Equipment:
Individual—slacks if planning to tramp cross-country
any place; canteen; bag lunch; old shoes; field glasses.
Group--map of Sagamore quadrangle; compass; notebook;
pencil; insect repellent.
Destination:
If the group is going via Ship Pond Road and Old
Sandwich Road, the distance is about five miles.

Hikers

can take cross-country shortcuts by map and compasscor
try Long Pond Road to a woods cut off for Bay Hill Road
«

patn over the brushland.
Ellisville moraine.

Either route traverses the

Why are there many large boulders

scattered over the territory?

How are kames and kettles

indicated on the topographic map?
Mountain Hill?

Is this higher than Hio Hill?

symbol to indicate cranberry bogs.
are noticeable?

What is the height of
Pind the

What evidences of fire

Name other crops besides cranberries that

are under cultivation and mark the location of each on the

A
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map,

Why have these locations been selected?

What differ¬

ences m soils are evident when crossing to the coast?
What water bodies dram into Salt Pond?
or salt?
map show?

Is there any pond left?

Is it now fresh

What does the topographic

How does the tide behave m Salt Pond as com¬

pared with that Outside m Gape Cod Bay?

Will the Salt

Pond ever become land-locked (explain;?
Loox for such birds as the red-winged blackbird,
swamp sparrow (Melospiza georgiana (Latham)), long-billed
marsh wren (Pelmatodytes palustns paiustns (Wilson)),
xmgbird (Pyrannus tyrannus (L.)), osprey (Band!on haliaetus
P-a.ro^nensis (Gmelm)), marsh hawk (Circus hudsonius (L.)),
herring gull (Larus argentatus smiths om anus Goues),
yellow-legs ( Totanus (Gmeim)), shotted sandpiper (Actitis
macuiaris (L.)), great blue heron (Ardea herodias herodias 1.),
aiid black duck,

Dhese and others may be m the vicinity.

Pry to distinguish their calls.
The plants m a tidal or salt marsh grow m typical
zones *

Pry to find evidence of me different ones.

About

the edges, bordering on higher land, is the "black grass"
or juncus zone with a vertical height about one foot, and
horizontal range of a few yards.

The black grass is actually

a type of rush (Juncus gerardi Loisel.) and is associated
commonly with seaside goidenrod (Solidago sempervirens 1.).
These plants can only toleraoe occasional wettings.

The

adjacent zone is that of "marsh hay" or Patens zone, the
vertical range is slightly avove and below high tidemarks,
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about two feet m New England; its horizontal range is
widest of any of the zones.

Typical plants xnclu.de salt

grass ( Spartma patens (Ait. )Muhl.), spike grass (Eistichlis
spxcata (L.) Greene.;, glasswort (Salicornia (Tourn.;L.),
and others.

Beware when walking over this area of

sinking up to the hips m mud, as there are many ditches.
In the olden days when horses were used to pull mowing
machines over the marsh broad wooden,“meadow" shoes were
supplied for the horses to prevent their getting mired.
In this zone plants can- withstand brief daily wettings.
Next there is the "thatch grass" or "salt thatch" zone
(now called Spartma strxcta (Ait. ;Roth.;.

The vertical

range spans four to six feet; the dominant plant species
requires daily wettings.

Its horizontal distribution

borders tidal creeks in a narrow fringe, forming wider
belts on marsh edges facing lagoons or bays.

Much soft

mud among the plant roots makes this area hard to cross.
Below this come the m^d flats, exposed at low tide; their
vertical range varies from one uo several feet, and the
horizontal also, is large if favorable conditions exist.
The "eel grass" or Zostera zone is farthest out, the plant
Zostera marina L. with narrow, nbbon-like leaves requiring
continual submergence.
from ten to twelve feet.

The estimated vertical range is
If the bottom builds up too much,

the plants will die off, although they need good mud.
Green Harbor marsh above Duxbury has been studied
by engineers, geologists, and others interested in marsh

/
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reclamation*

That vicinity is supposed to be the best

case on record m hew England (Johnson, 1925, p. 540;.
The inlet to the sea has been opened and reopened by
natural and artificial means.
What different kinds of animals are found associated
m the various plant zones?
to tnese plants and animals?

Of what benefit are the tides
What discoveries are to be

had by digging m the mud fiaos?

Or on the outer beach?

How has this expedition consisted of integrated exper
xences? Were the times of high and low tide important?
EXPEDITION TO SEASHORE
Preliminary arrangements:
Check for the times of high and low tide on the day
planned for the trip.
farmers* Almanac.

This can be determined from the

Plan to reach Manter’s Point three

hours before ebb, low, tide as the best observation and
collecting are done between tide marks.

Prom May 15th to

July 31st, obtain consent of the Plymouth Park Commission
to look at birds nesting in the sanctuary at the end of
the sand spit.

This is a posted area.

Equipment:
Individual--old clothes to provide sufficient pro¬
tec oion from sun; canteen of water; bag lunch \bag to
be used for collections after lunch); field glasses.
Group

topographic maps, Plymouth (helpful to have

Manomet and Sagamore quadrangles m addition;; compass;
notebook; pencil, hand lens; sieve; glass jar with lid;
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knapsack; insect repellent.
Destinations
Tlie tip of Plymouth or "long" Beach, two and three
quarters miles long, steins noroh-northwesi from Warren
Cove and The mouth of the Bel River.
Route and notations:
The distance of about ten miles to the base of the
beach should be travelled by car.

Take Ship Bond Road

or Beaverdam Road across the Ellisvule moraine to Old
Sandwich Road, go left (northerly on the western foot
of the fanomet hills.

Where is "Sacrifice Rock" (marked

by a Plymouth Antiquarian Society plaque;?
m land for a deer park, wnere and why.?

Who has fenced

Park the car south

of Route 3 on the street opposite the road on Manter's
Point.

The road on the point is marked “Private to

vemcies".

Walk the private road to a public right of

way which leads down to a bridge crossing the Bel River.
Before reaching the Outer beach look for such sand
plants as dusty miller tArtemisia Stelleriana Bess.),
seaside goldenrod, beach pea flathyrus mantimus (l.)Bigel.)
beach plum (PrunuS mantima Wang.;, wild roses (Rubus
(Tourn.;!.), and beach grass,

it is easier hiking on the

wet sand of the Outer beach facing Cape Cod Bay (why?).
Which way is tue wind blowing?

Rook for a plant star, a

puff ball that indicates humidity iGeoasteri.

is the air

(Dry or moist?
ikLan to remaxn at tlie distant end of the
spit for

jog

lunch.

That gives a break to me trip.

Two at a time

(if permission has been obtained; go up to see the birds*
nesting sites among the beach grass covered dunes.

What

uses has chamouflage for purposes other than warfare?
Do any of the birds appear to have broken wings?
this act of the parent birds?

What is

A few possible birds to

record for the trip are: common tern (Sterna hirundo
hirundo L.), piping plover (Charadnus meiodus Grd.),
herring gull, great black-backed gull (Larus mar mu s

jj.),

laughing gull (Larus atricilla ju. ), black duck, Savannah
sparrow (Passercuius sandwichensis savanna (Wilson).
If the trip is made during August, the shore bird migrations
will be of particular interest.
Beach combers, take note of the following discoveries
on the expediton.
Among the moliusks (alive or empty shells) these
univalves, with one pare uo shell, may be found:
or winkle (polynices Montfort.),

moon

"sand collar** is the egg

case, a Jelly-like mass; cup and saucer limpet (Crucibuium
Schumacher.); boat or slipper shell (Crepidula Lamark);
periwinkle (Li fctonna Perussac.);

oyster drill (Urosalpinx

Stimpson); dog.whelk or basket shell (ffassa Lamark): ten
ridded whelk (If ep tune a Bolton); knobbed whelk or pear conch
(Bueycon canca Gmelin.); channeled whelk (Busycon canallculatum
Say);

Bivalves,with two parts to the shell, may include

“bloody clamr' (Area L.);

common oyster (Qstrea L.);

common

scallop (Pecten irradians Lamark); giant scallop (Pecten
mageilanicus (G-melm)), tossed up after storms;

Jingle shell
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(Anomia L.); blue clam or mussel (Mytilus edulis L.);
horse mussel (Modiolus modiolus L.); ribbed mussel
(Modiolus demissus (Dillwyn)); razor clam (Ensis directus
Conrad);

surf, hen or sea clam (Mactra (Spisule Adams)

solidissima Dillwyn); long or soft shell clam (Mya
arenana L.); angel*s wing (Barnea Leach,);
mercenana L,);

quahaug (Venus

shipworm (Teredo L.}, evidence m drift wood.

Common echinoderms, with external skeleton in five
equal parts, are the familiar sand dollars (Echinarachnius
parme (Lamark));. sea urchins (Arbacia punctulata (Lamark)
and Strongyiocentrotus Brandt.); and star fishes (Astenas L.).
There should be sponges, ponfera, and jelly fish, coelenterates,
left after storms.
Of the animals with jointed limbs, arthropods, remnants
if spider and other crabs (order decopoda); Limulus
polyphemus L., the horseshoe crab, not a crab at ail but
an arachnid, related to scorpions and spuders, instead of
crustaceans; live crabs among grasses on the mud flats;
insects, e.g. Bembix wasps, flying up to cool off from the
heat of the sand; remains of lobster pots among the drift
wood; barnacles (Balanus da Costa) attached to rocks,
shells, or drift wood; all these and more are to be found.
There will be sea worms m the mud flats.
the sand to find these.

Dig and sift

Some have names of Creek goddesses.

The realm of the invertebrates, animals without backbones,
is predominent at the seashore.
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Pish remains are among the beach debris,

Such

as

dead skates (Raja errmacea Mitchell) and skate egg capsules
resembling little black pocket books, and cartilage from
sharks.
for the seaweeds left by the waves there are common
forms of rockweeds (EuCue), dark olive or dar£ greenish
brown, branched, often bearing air bladders, and growing
on rochs between tides; oarweeds or kelp (Laminaria),
olive colored, long ribbon-like, leathery, growing on rocks;
sea lettuce (Ulva), bngnt green, often floating or growing
on stones; Irish moss (Chondrus), red, densely branched
flat tufts, made into jelly for sick people; sea moss (Dasya),
red, very fune and feathery.

How many kinds of these sea-

wee s have been stranded by the tide?
these come?

Prom where have

Seaweeds are what form of plant life?

What

animals feed upon various seaweeds?
Where are the coastal features of the panorama, such
as the Manomet Hills, sea cliffs, sand spit, dunes, ripple
marks, islands, harbor, estuaries, tidal marshes?
pebbles of the beaches have made a journey.

The

Explain.

A pebble collection should provide granite from Quincy and
Scituate, red felsite from Bingham, slate from Slate
Island, melaphyr from Nantasket, "pud ding stone11 (conglomerate)
from Boston Basin, diorite from Forth Shore, and quartz
from Braintree.

These and other rocks and minerals can

be picked up on beaches or m gravel banks.

Are the forms

of the land and seascape permanent or in a continual state
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of transition?

What agents are actively at work destroying

or building land?

How?

Whose imprints are found on the

sand and will they remain long?

Sand tracking can be as

fascinating as snow tracking.
Has the sea coast more meaning to members of the group
as a result of this trip?

Suggest many types of recreation

to be enjoyed in the region explored.
with the collectors items?

What can be done

What is the value of a sea¬

shore expedition?

EXPEDITION TO A STATE EXPERIMENT STATION
Preliminary arrangements:
A telephone call to Dr. Franklin, the director of
the Cranberry experiment station in East Wareham, should
be made to determine a convenient date and time for a
group to visit the area.

Read over the bulletin entitled

“Cranberry Growing m Massachusetts” by Dr. Franklin.
The group leaders should be able to give a more simple
explanation to the group members concerning the culture
of cranberries than any of the bog workers (advice of
Mr. Chandler, on the staff at the station).
Equipments
Individual—bag lunch if combining this trip with
another to the Canal for all day; field glasses.
Group--maps, Sagamore and Wareham quadrangles; note¬
book and pencil.
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Destination:
The Massachusetts State Experiment Station property
is situated on Glen Charlie Hoad about one half mile
before reaching Route 2b at East Wareham.
Route and notations:
The distance of approximately ten miles should be
driven by car using Wareham Road and Glen Charlie Road*
A parking area is located near the buildings of the station.
The entrance roadway is well marked.
On the way to East Wareham the road approximately
parallels what river?

Where is the source of the river?

At the Plymouth town boundary what happens to this river?
Is this east or west of the Myles Standish State Forest
land?

when passing White Island Pond observe the curved

and hooked peninsula from trie north shore.

This might he

an old esker existing from the time of the glaciers.
would it have formed m such a case?
well adapted to cranberry culture?

How

How is this countryWhy?

essential steps m cranberry producoion?

What are the
What is the

weather bureau equipment on the roof of the mam station
building?

Ahat records are made here and why?

watch any birds feeding about the bogs.
eating?

Where do these birds nest?

Stop to

What are they

What weed plants need

to be "cleaned out" from the mats of cranberry vines?
Dr. Chester Cross on the experiment 'station staff is a
weed specialist.

What does he have to say about this?

^hat is the purpose of an experiment station?

Suggest

I5b

various uses for cranberries.

Maybe a visit to the Ocean

Spray factory located on Route 26 would be worthwhile.
This is one of the largest companies engaged m pro¬
cessing cranberries for market.

EXPEDITION TO A SHIP CANAL
Preliminary arrangements:
If the group wishes to visit the U. S. Coast Guard
Station m Sandwich at the Cape Cod Ba,y end of the canal,
it would be wise to telephone ahead as a matter of courtesy.
Equipment:
Individual--field glasses.
Group—map, Sagamore quadrangle; notebook; pencil.
Destination:
The Cape Cod Canal, about eight miles long, extends
from Buzzards Bay to Cape Cod Bay Cutting off the large
hooked peninsula of Cape Cod from the mainland of Kassachusett
Route and notations:
If the canal is the one main objective of the
expedition, it can be reached by way of Long Pond Road
to Route 6 below Bourndale, a distance of approximately
6* j) miles*

This trip would make a nice combination with

one to the State Experiment Station in East Wareham for
all day.

In that case, follow route 6 from East Wareham

which will run along the northwest side of the canal.
>

Or reverse the trip.
What is the history of the Cape Cod Canal?
it and when?

Who built

What difficulti es were faced during the
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project?

What topographic feature obstructed the natural

valley previous to the excavation?
be figured out on the map?

How can this location

Which way did the Herring

River used to drain before the canal?
in a state forest, which one?

Discovery Hill is

Are there any advantages

in having two state forests so close together?
tower on Signal Hill may be open for visitation.

The fire
This is

a worthwhile experience for anyone, particularly if it is
for the first time.

Ask questions of the ranger on duty.

A panorama of the countryside is excellent from the tower.
On the northwest side of the approach to the Sagamore
bridge an area has been planted with beach grass in an
effort to stop soil erosion.
chosen for use here?

What is the effect?

mooring basin along the canal?
station.

Why has this plant been
Where is the

Visit the coast guard

Maybe something can be seen of the Indian Cemetery

at the south end of Great Herring Pond when the group is
in that vicinity during the expedition.
EXPEDITION TO PLYMOUTH CENTER
Preliminary arrangements:
Arrangements for a group to visit the Harlow House
or the Sparrow House should be made in advance.

Special

attention will be given in such a case.
Equipment:
Individual—box lunch if planning to spend the day.
Group—notebook; pencil; Plymouth quadrangle map;
guide books (see references for suggestions).
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Destination:
Plymouth Harbor frontage extends slightly over four
miles from the Kingston town line to the base of Plymouth
Beach.

The more densely settled area of Plymouth strings

along ohis waterfront.

Here are found the historic shrines

and monuments attractive to visitors.
Route and notations:
It is a distance of approximately ten miles to the
town center by way of Long Pond Road.

As this road is

travelled many times throughout the camp season, it is
feasible to point out some interesting landmarks.
is the deer park owned by Mr. Symington?
adapted for such a purpose?
have seared the landscape?

Where

How is the land

Scars of what public enemy
How does the frontage along

the road of the Myles Standish State Forest and thd Plymouth
town forest compare?

The total area of the two forests?

The purposes of the two forests?

Suggest some other towns

that have forests.
How wide and deep is the Eel River where Long Pond
Road crosses it?
source?

Which way is it flowing?

Where is the Plymouth town dump?

this to the public water supply?
good place to go birding?
and why?

Where is its
How close is

Would the dump be a

What birds might be seen there

What can be surrnissed of the economic status of

the farms encountered along the road?
judgment based?

Upon what is this

Explain the location of the town airport,

where is this in relation to the topography traversed
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along long Pond Road?

How many dams are found along the
i

Town Brook?

For what purposes?

The early settlers had

reasons for chosing their site at Plymouth.

Give some.

Which of these can he determined from the topographic map?
Prom Burial Hill by use of the map spot the familiar land¬
marks of the panorama.
What might be some good reasons for the location of
the Plymouth Cordage Company?

What is cordage?

One of
%

the sources of raw material is abaca, the fiber of a wild
banana plant, commonly called manila hemp (Baum, 1946, p.86);
it is imported from Yucatan.

This is the largest industry

in the town, and is about 125 years old,
of land and employs about 1100 people.

occupying 33 acres
The company distributes

free booklets and charts (which are obtainalbe upon request)
demonstrating simple knots and fastenings.

A visit to the

cordage works would be very profitable; an added feature there
would be the weather station as the cordage company records
the town weather.
There are historic trees as well as houses in Plymouth.
It is a tradition that the Pilgrims brought along specimens
of their favorite trees from Europe such as European oak
(PHcus Hobur L.) and linden (Tilia (Tourn.)l.).

These

were used for shade tree planting and many of the native
trees cut for homes,

borne of the lindens (not original

ones) can be seen in front of the Public library on Horth
Street.

Rivals of the Plymouth lindens stand on the south

side of Sandwich on Cotuit Road (Simmons, 1919, p.25).
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An interesting story is connected with the large tree grow¬
ing on Cole*s Hill above Plymouth Rock (Simmons, 1919, p.22).
It seems that this tree had been planted by a couple of lovers,
who upon breaking their engagement, uprooted the tree and
cast it into the street.

The father of W. I. Davis rescued

it and replanted it upon Colefs Hill where it may be seen
today.

The elms on the town square are also historic, plant¬

ed by Davis1 great-grandfather, Thomas Davis.

These may be

seen in front of the Court House and below the lindens on
Horth Street.
A visit to the Harlow House (built in 1677 from timbers
taken from the dismantled Old Port), 119 Sandwich Street,
should be included on the itinerary.

A special admission rate

is lower for a group than for individuals.

This is now kept

up as a museum by the Antiquarian Society to depict life dur¬
ing the 17th century.

People in authentic costumes portray

the home life of the Pilgrims here during the summer season.
Demonstrations of fire place cooking;

growing, carding,

spinning,

and weaving of flax fiber; carding, spinning, and weaving of
wool; dying; candlemaking and other household industries are
carried on.
The Sparrow House (built in 1640), 42 Summer Street-, is
the home of Plymouth pottery and porcelain ware,
its quality and beauty.

noted for

Here also there is an admission charge.

Dative clays provide the raw materials for the ceramics.
The entire processes of the craft are demonstrated for visitors
between 9 and 5 daily.
Along the Town Brook before it empties into Plymouth
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Harbor are found the Brewster G-ardens,
original gardens,
Pilgrims.

once the site of the

"meersteads" as they were called by the

Within the gardens is the bronze state of the

Pilgrim i/laid by tienry Kitson, a tribute to the fortitude of
the early women settlers.

The boulder upon which the statue

stands came from Rocky Rook, Kingston (Rogers, 1947, p. 16).
Undoubtedly, the most famous glacial boulder in Plymouth
is the famous ''Plymouth Rock% a greenish syenite boulder
weighing approximately 7 tons.
that make up its history.

There are numerous tales

Row the rock is housed under a

granite portico and stands as a shrine of the Commonwealth.
In 1824 the Pilgrim Society built Pilgrim Hall at
Court -and Chilton streets.

Since first erected as a wooden

structure, it has been rebuilt in granite.

The hall contains

many valuable museum pieces such as items pertaining to
relations between the Indians and the Pilgrims, the Indian
culture, weapons, pewter, silver, furniture, pictures, and
a library of references which includes contemporary works
about the Pilgrims (Rogers, 1947, pp.

35-42).

The above suggestions are a few places that should
not be overlooked on an expedition to Plymouth center.
The rich history and lore of the Pilgrims has a place in a
camp program in the region.

Numerous guide books are on

the market for a small price and some are for free distribution
by organizations in the town.

Pictures, maps, and brief

descriptions of the outstanding historic features are abundant
in these publications.

PIS.

58, a map of the town of Plymouth,

may serve as a base map for a town tour.
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PIG. 57.
This replica of the first
houses built by the settlers stands
at the Plymouth waterfront.
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Additional legend for PIG. 59 (following).
"A Map of Plymouth and Vicinity'*
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Town forest
State forest
State Girl Scout camps
Property of Trustees of
Public Reservations
Municipal parks, beaches
and properties
Cape to Berkshire Bridle Trail
Canoe route
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The Myles Standish State Forest was established in 1916

Fearings Ponds with toilets, individual dressing rooms, and

under the State Forest Commission.
Much land has been
added to the original purchase until now the State Department
of Conservation contains over 11,000 acres of this interesting
country. In choosing a name for this forest, its location, partly

voin lockers available.
1^
The forest contains log cabins,' built as log cabins were built
three hundred years and more ago. Five log cabins have been
built at Charge and Fearings Ponds, and they are furnished ex¬

in Plymouth and partly in Carver, suggested the use of the
name of “Myles Standish,” Captain of the Pilgrim forces. Hi?
negotiations with the Indians kept the early settlers of Plym¬
outh at peace with them for years. The monument at Duxbury
of the doughty captain is known by the name of Standish
Monument without the “Myles,” and the hill on which it is
located is known as “Captain’s Hill.”
Around the larger ponds on the forest, camp sites were

cept for bedding and dishes.
These will be rented to the public at rates of $20.00 per week
for a three-room cabin, $15 per week for a one-room cabin,
$2.50 for twenty-four hours or less for a one room cabin, and
$3.00 for twenty-four hours or less for a three-room cabin,

laid out as early as 1919 and lots were leased on a yearly
basis, for the erection of summer homes. Nearly 200 summer
camps have been built on these lots which are taxed by the
Towns of Carver or Plymouth. This policy of leasing lots has
recently been discontinued, and log cabins are being erected
on the remaining lots.
Intensive recreational developments in the form of picnic
and tent areas have been made. These areas with individual
fireplaces, tables, bath-houses, and diving floats are open to
the public on College, Fearings. and Charge Ponds. A main¬
tenance charge of twenty-five cents is made for the use of fire¬
places and tables for picnic purposes, this Is to cover the cost
of supervision, fuel, and maintenance of equipment. A similar
charge of fifty cents per day, or $2.50 per week, Is made for
tent or trailer sites on the above mentioned ponds. Bath-houses
of log construction have been built at College, Charge and

for week-ends.
These cabins are not to be rented for a single night’s use,
and only at week-ends when not in use by the week.
We
prefer to have all cabins rented by the week so far as possible.
No charge made for parking automobiles or use of bathhouses.
An intensive program of game management is being carried
out, and all the ponds in the forest have been well stocked
with adult fish. All of the ponds are open to fishing, subject
to the same regulations which govern all ponds, except that
no ice fishing is permitted. The original purchase of approx¬
imately 5000 acres Is closed to all hunting and trapping as
a Wild Life Sanctuary. The remaining 6000 acres, that lies on
the perimeter of the sanctuary is open to hunting, subject
to the same regulations that govern other lands. The bound¬
aries of the Wild Life Refuge are clearly indicated by roads,
and the entire area has been well posted.
Further information may be obtained from the State Forest
Supervisor whose headquarters are on the Forest as indicated
on the map.
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Public Leaches: The Town of Plymouth maintains excellent
public beaches and bathhouses.
Beach Park on Warren Avenue is two miles from the center
of the town southerly on Route 3. It is accessible by bus run¬
ning every half hour, and by car. Free parking space of one
acre.
Beach is three miles long
There is a large pavilion
where picnics may be held. Open Memorial Day to Labor Day.
Lockers (15c), bathing suits (10c) and towels (5c) may be
rented. Showers and modern sanitation. Lifeguards.
Good
bathing for both adults and children.

almost any of the ponds offer a good place to swim for those
who are able to dress at home.
Camp Grounds.

Visitors to Plymouth state that the finest

camping grounds in the East are located in Pilgrim Plymouth.
Indian Reservation Camp Ground, on the shores of Fresh
Pond, Manomet, about six miles from Plymouth on Route 3,
southerly. A sign will indicate the road leading to the camp
grounds. 18 acres. Bathing beach. Rates:
50c per lot per
day; $3.50 per week; $6.00 for two weeks; $8.00 for three weeks;
$10.00 for a month; $18.00 for 2 months; $25.00 for three months.

Sandwich Street, half mile south

Nelson Street Municipal Camp Grounds, off Nelson Street.

of the post office on Route 3. Accessible by bus and by auto¬
mobile. Salt water. Raft and diving tower. Lifeguards. Bath¬
house where lockers (15c). suits (10c) and towels (5c) may be
rented.
Showers and modern sanitation.
Playground.

Follow Route 3 north until you come to Nelson Street, about
12 blocks north of the post office. Accessible by bus, passing
Nelson Street every half hour, and by automobile.
Proceed
down Nelson Street until the camp grounds are reached. Two

Stephens Field Bathhouse.

Fresh Pond Public Beach.

Bathhouse where lockers, bathing

suits and towels may be rented at same prices as above. Raft.
Lifeguard. Six miles south of Plymouth on Route 3. Daily bus
service

during the summer months.

Good

picnic grounds.

Little Pond, in Morton Park, just off Summer Street.

From

Town Square go down Market Street and the second street
on the right is Summer Street. A sign on the left side of Sum¬
mer Street indicates the direct road leading to Morton Park,
which is about a half mile out. Raft and diving tower. Lockers,
bathing suits, towels at above rates, Lifeguard. One of Plym¬
outh’s Innumerable fresh water ponds. 50 acres of public lands.
Picnic grounds with tables and benches under the pine trees.
Other Bathing Places:

Many places along the coast and

acres.
Bathing beach.
A playground equipped with slides,
tilting boards and swings. Public camp ground. Rates: Same
as those for the Indian Reservation Camp Grounds.
Fishing:

The fresh water ponds abound in fish.

Boats can

be rented on most of the ponds. Be certain you have a license
and that you follow the fishing regulations. Salt water fishing
is popular.
There are . several private individuals who take
out fishing parties at a nominal charge.
Bridle Trails:
The bridle trail leading from Provincetown
to northwestern Massachusetts, laid out and kept by the State,
passes through Plymouth.
It is marked with gold and red
spots and is an excellent bridle trail.
along the south side of Town Brook.

There is a bridle trail
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APPENDIX A.
Suggested resource consultants.

Cherry, Charles--District Forester, State Department
of Conservation.
Home address:
Indian Pond Road,
Kingston, Massachusetts.
Kennedy, John A.--Town Tree Warden.
through the Town Hall.

Can be reached

Porter, Donald--Superintendent, Myles Standish State
Forest.
Can be reached through forest headquarters.
3assett, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest--camp neighbors.
Franklin, Dr. H. J.--Director of Cranberry Experiment
Station, East Wareham, Massachusetts.
Bumble bee
specialist aside from cranberries.
Cross, Dr. Chester--staff at cranberry experiment station
Taxonomist, weed specialist.
Bartholomew, Edward 1.--former iron worker, raises cran¬
berries.
The hearth in his den at home contains all
the elements of the iron industry.
Address:
504 Main
Street, Wareham, Massachusetts.
Sands, Douglas--Member of Massachusetts Audubon Society.
G-et address from Plymouth telephone book.
Barkay, Mrs.--Head of Plymouth G-arden Club.
from Plymouth telephone book.

Get address

SUMMARY
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SUMMARY

1.

Plymouth, Massachusetts, and environs are especially
favorable for camping and a fjrofitable summer.

2.

Topography, rocks,

soil, and water are basic for

understanding Plymouth and surroundings.
3.

The daily life of Indians and the early settlers
was governed by natural resources.

4.

Historic shrines and old houses are an important
resource for the tourist trade.

5.

The primeval forest has been nearly exterminated by
annual fires.

The Myles Standish State Porest and

the Plymouth Town Porest are attempts to bring back
the original forest.
6.

Animal resources have changed with the changes in
vegetation, land use and exploitation.

The state

has established game farms and fish hatcheries to
restock wildlife for recreational purposes.
7.

The abundance.of water resources is a valuable
recreational asset to Plymouth.

Some ponds have been

set aside for water supply.
(

8.

The Gape Cod canal is of economic and recreational
importance.

Hundreds of motorists watch large boats

plying the waters across the Cape.
9.

The State Experiment Station at East Wareham is an
important service agency.

148

10.

The predominantly sandy soil is better adapted to
forest growth than field crops.
land is cheap,

scenic,

The sub-marginal

and accessible and therefore

of value for recreational uses.
11.

A cool temperate climate influenced by a coastal
location is attractive to summer residents and
important for cranberry production.

12.

Suggestions for exploration of the region to discover
the natural resources at hand are important for
integration into a camping program.

CONCLUSION
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CONCLUSION

It is deemed highly profitable,

interesting, and

*

enriching for camps to avail themselves of the natural
resources of their environs for integration into program
activities.

The best method to employ is actual field

observation and discovery involving expeditions from
camp to the resources.

Carry over value throughout the

lives of participants will be immeasureable, if competent
leadership will avail itself of the challenging opportun¬
ities.

Leadership training and guidance in this technique

are necessary.

^-
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